
 
 UK Council Agenda & Papers 

9 May 2019 

One Great George Street, Westminster, London, SW1P 3AA 





To: Members of UK Council 

Dear Member 

Meeting of UK Council on Thursday 9 May 2019 at One Great George Street, Westminster, 
London, SW1P 3AA 

I am pleased to enclose the agenda and supporting papers for the meetings of UK Council on 
Thursday 9 May 2019. 

The attached briefing paper contains the documentation for all the meetings of UK Council and should 
be read in conjunction with this quarter’s Policy Report that has been previously circulated. 

If you have not already done so, please advise us of your intentions by e-mailing Amanda 
Cooper at acooper@fta.co.uk as soon as possible. 

I look forward to seeing you on 9 May. 

Yours sincerely 

Elizabeth de Jong 
Director of UK Policy 
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Road Freight Council 

Road Freight Council 

Agenda 

9 May 2019, 10:15 – 13:15 

One Great George Street, Westminster, London, SW1P 3AA 

ROAD/19/13 Apologies and personnel 

Receive apologies.  

ROAD/19/14 Meeting conduct and competition law compliance 

Council will note the conduct of FTA meetings. 

ROAD/19/15 Elliot Shaw, Executive Director, Strategy and Planning, 
Highways England 

Council will welcome Elliot Shaw to discuss future investment 
in road infrastructure in England.   

Council 
papers 

ROAD/19/16 Brake testing vehicles in a laden state 

Council will welcome Traffic Commissioner Kevin Rooney to 
discuss brake tests of commercial vehicles.   

Council 
papers 

ROAD/19/17 Minutes and matters arising 

Consider any matters arising from the minutes not covered 
elsewhere on the agenda.  Approve minutes of Road Freight 
Council meeting held on 7 February 2019.   

ROAD/19/18 Secretary’s report 

ROAD/19/19 Changes to operator licensing 

Members will discuss a consultation which examines the 
introduction of tribunal rules for Public Inquiries.   

Council 
papers 

ROAD/19/20 FORS reform 

Members will decide FTA’s approach to the review of FORS. 

Council 
papers 

ROAD/19/21 Earned recognition – additional benefits 

Members will identify which potential benefits of Earned 
Recognition DVSA should develop.   

Council 
papers 

ROAD/19/22 Any other business 

Discuss any other issues raised by members 

ROAD/19/23 Date of next meeting 

The next meeting of the Road Freight Council will take place 
at 09.30 on Thursday 4 July 2019 at One Great George 
Street. 
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Road Freight Council 

ROAD 19/15 ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE INFORMATION PROVISION 

FTA is becoming increasingly worried about complaints on network roadworks and concerns 
that, with increased investment promised for the Strategic Road Network in England, the 
situation is likely to get worse. FTA has pressed road authorities to improve the availability of 
roadworks information so fleet operators can make informed decisions on the routes and 
timings of journeys. 

National road authorities across the UK make traffic information available through websites (Traffic 
England, Traffic Scotland, Traffic Wales, TrafficwatchNI). All of the sites report current incidents and 
planned roadworks, while the AA and RAC Traffic News provide route planning information that 
incorporates roadworks and incidents. 

The website roadworks.org claims to provide a 97% GB coverage of all roadworks, road closures, diversions 
and incidents on a map-based product. The data sources are more comprehensive than the national 
authority’s information and also cover works being carried out by local highway authorities. 

FTA also plays its part in data provision, with an automated traffic information email system provided to us 
by INRIX. We also relay the national authority’s information on our website (www.fta.co.uk/alerts). 

All of the basic data sources are free to use and there are additional services on offer from the commercial 
data providers. Google Maps also displays current incidents on the network. However, FTA is aware many 
members are being caught out by roadworks, even with the mass of data currently available for operators. 

FTA’s stance 
The FTA is now concerned about the accuracy of the information available to members. 

We have made our concerns about the lack of reliable information known, particularly to Highways England, 
which is looking to see how it can make its data more accurate and provided in an efficient way for fleet 
operators. 

We know some members are directly involved with Highways England, but some of those have expressed 
concerns about misinformation and overruns on roadworks, as these push large amounts of costs onto 
businesses through delays and failures to contracted schedules. 

To help our progress with Highways England, we are looking to gather members’ experiences with traffic 
data. 
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Road Freight Council 

ROAD 19/16 BRAKE TESTING VEHICLES IN A LADEN STATE 

Traffic Commissioners ( TCs) are investigating whether more should be done to encourage 
brake testing at safety inspections being conducted in a laden state and if the long-standing 
acceptance that tri-axle trailers can be tested unladen at annual tests should be reviewed. 

Traffic Commissioners are testing whether: 
 more can be done to encourage brake tests at inspection being conducted in a laden state.
 the case for the tri-axle trailer brake concession trial, introduced around 1990, persists in 2019.

Brake testing at safety inspections 
The official guidance for routine brake testing at safety inspections (sometimes referred to as periodic or 
preventative maintenance inspections [PMI]) was clarified in the 2014 Guide to Maintaining Roadworthiness; 
it was further clarified in 2018, with encouragement to use new technology in relation to trailers and in 
measuring brake temperatures. 

TCs are not proposing to make laden brake testing a mandatory requirement. The Guide to Maintaining 
Roadworthiness sets out the expectation that the brake test at inspection includes service brake 
performance, secondary brake performance and parking brake performance, as well as operation and 
components, and that this is undertaken in at least four of the vehicle’s inspections during a year (one of 
which can be the annual test). Performance can only be effectively tested using either a roller brake tester 
or decelerometer for a rigid vehicle, and only with a roller brake tester for a semi-trailer. The Guide also 
strongly suggests the brake test be meaningful and in a laden state. However, TCs are concerned that a 
brake test passed in an unladen state offers operators ‘false comfort’ in understanding the true performance 
of the vehicle’s brakes. TCs are therefore investigating how industry can be better informed, to be more 
confident in requiring their maintenance provider conduct tests in a laden state.  

The changes stop short of requiring brake tests be conducted in a laden state; TCs are looking to find ways 
to encourage both operators and maintenance providers to expect this be the default way it is done. 

Brake testing tri-axle trailers 
In the 1990s, Goods Vehicle Test Stations were equipped with load simulators up to eight-tonnes. This was 
not deemed to have a significant bearing on a 24-tonne trailer, so tri-axle trailers have since been allowed 
to be tested unladen and deemed to have passed if the wheels locked when subject to three tonnes of effort 
across the six wheels. 

On loading tri-axle trailers for the annual test, TCs have suggested the constraints that existed in the 1990s, 
regarding access to a simulated load, are less prevalent now, meaning they could be loaded to 60% of 
design weight as required for rigid vehicles and smaller trailers. It is recognised that, in certain situations, 
it is not possible (specialist equipment) or significantly difficult (tankers which normally carry dangerous 
goods) to present the trailer loaded. It is also recognised that, in some circumstances, presenting a trailer 
in a loaded state will increase costs.  

The review of tri-axle trailers’ brake testing at annual tests could result in a load becoming mandatory. 

FTA’s stance 
The Department for Transport (DfT) Commercial Vehicle Road Safety Forum is considering conducting a 
review of the testing processes, and members are asked to consider the operational impact of presenting 
tri-axle trailers for test in a laden state. FTA’s Engineering forums will be consulted to discuss the technical 
aspects of the requirement.  
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Road Freight Council 

ROAD 19/19 LEGISLATIVE CHANGES TO OPERATOR LICENSING 

The Department for Transport has published a consultation which implements a number of 
legislative changes identified in its 2015 implementation plan following the Triennial Review of 
the Traffic Commissioners.  The principal proposals address issues in the PSV sector and the 
introduction of tribunal rules in public inquiries; FTA does not make representations on PSV 
matters unless they might impact upon the delivery of services to HGV operators.  

 Procedures regarding public inquiries are currently laid down in the Senior Traffic Commissioner’s 
Statutory Guidance and Directions. 

 The consultation proposes to make the primary legislation needed to allow tribunal rules for public 
inquiries to be made; the rules themselves would be made through secondary legislation. 

 The consultation suggests that replacing the Guidance and Directions pertaining to public inquiries with 
Tribunal Rules laid down in law would make processes simpler and clearer.  It could also mean the 
following specific changes: 

 Set a deadline for the submission of information admissible at Public Inquiry, where currently late
submission of information can result in an adjournment – therefore wasting resources spent in
preparing for a hearing.

 In addition, rules could require a party submitting documents to a hearing to provide copies to
other relevant parties to prevent the TCs’ offices acting as a ‘post box’.

 Give TCs greater power to strike out applications where directions have not been complied with.
 Require an operator to indicate in advance whether they wish to challenge a statement of evidence

submitted by – for example – a DVSA officer, thereby meaning the officer need not attend the
hearing instead of being deployed to enforcement duties.

 Where an operator cannot meet requirements of establishment, professional competence or
financial standing a TC must offer the opportunity of a public inquiry before they can revoke a
licence.  TCs report this often being used as a means to delay revocation only to comply with the
requirements in the days before the hearing.

 It could allow TCs to recover costs from operators at PI in certain circumstances.

The consultation suggests that provisions such as those listed above would improve efficiency of the PI 
process and therefore provide improved value for money to operators through the operator licence fee.  It 
would also mean that an operator requiring a PI in order to progress an application should be able to get 
listed more quickly.  The ability to raise expenses from some operators at public inquiry implies a relief to 
pressures on the operator licence fee. 

DVSA officers attending public inquiries to give evidence occupies their time where they could otherwise be 
deployed to enforcement duties; requiring operators to indicate in advance of a PI if they wished to challenge 
a DVSA officer’s written could allow an increased enforcement effort. 

FTA’s Stance 
FTA has broadly supported the creation of tribunal rules since the suggestion was raised in the Triennial 
Review.  Clearer rules will hopefully mean more effective deployment of TC and OTC resources which may 
lead to improved services for all licence holders. 
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Road Freight Council 

ROAD 19/20 FORS REFORM 

The current Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme (FORS) concession period will end in 2020. 
Whilst FTA supports measures to encourage industry to work at the highest levels of safety, 
members have repeatedly expressed concerns about aspects of the current arrangement. 
Transport for London (TfL) is reviewing how the scheme should function to meet industry’s 
requirements for the next five years. 

FORS is a procurement standard becoming nationally embedded in contracts, especially in the 
construction sector. The scheme aims to improve standards within the industry, particularly in relation to 
safety. It now also includes aspects on environment and terrorism policy. 

TfL recognises concerns raised by FTA members about the lack of separation between the setting of 
the FORS standard and the commercial operation of the scheme. Following workshops held with vehicle 
operators and FORS specifiers, plus separate meetings with FTA, TfL is revising proposals for the new 
structure of FORS. 

The proposed model, presented at the last workshop in November, includes the permittance of multiple 
audit partners, which allows operators a choice of assessors to confirm FORS compliance. The processes 
for approving audit partners and training providers are separated from the scheme operator, and there is 
also a separate Executive Group. However, it has been proposed the Governance and Standards 
Advisory Group and the Standards Review are to remain with the concessionaire. It is unclear if 
the FORS concessionaire itself will directly offer audits and training services. 

TfL is continuing to refine the new structure, and FTA is pressing for more detail on this to be made 
available as soon as possible. 

FTA’s stance 
Our initial view is, whilst the proposed changes go some way to address the situation, they do not go far 
enough. FTA is continuing to meet with senior representatives at TfL to press for complete separation of 
standard setting and scheme. A longer-term objective is to enable recognition of other schemes and 
standards, such as Earned Recognition and Van Excellence. 
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Current FORS model

TfL Proposed FORS model 
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FTA proposed FORS model 

FTA is proposing a simpler structure for FORS which has clear separation between the independent setting of the 
FORS standard from the commercial operation of the scheme.  The TfL FORS proposition has the standards setting 
reporting into the Concessionaire.  FTA believes that to regain the trust of industry, the standard setting process 
should be independent from commercial interests. 

An Independent Governance Group should be responsible for standards setting and review. This group should 
comprise of TfL, freight industry representatives, FORS specifiers (such as developers and boroughs) but be separate 
from the Concessionaire. It should set the audit and training approval requirements, processes and fees and deal 
with any appeals or complaints by audit and training providers. 

The Concessionaire should be responsible for aspects such as project management, running the FORS helpline, 
marketing, comms and PR.  It should also approve and support audit and training providers, applying the criteria set 
down by the Independent Governance Group to applications by auditing and training providers and conducting 
quality assurance checks.  It should handle first stage appeals and complaints by FORS members.  However, this 
would be the first stage appeal by a FORS members who is not happy with an audit or a decision made about their 
FORS status (i.e. they have been suspended from scheme for a breach).  Appeals and complaints can then be 
escalated to the Independent Governance Group who would be the final arbiter of decisions.   

Audit and training providers are independent and whilst approved by the Concessionaire, are not part of them.  The 
aim is to have as many audit and training providers as possible and the fees charged for audits and training courses 
will be determined by the market and not by the Concessionaire, TfL or the Independent Governance Group.  As with 
the Earned Recognition Scheme Auditors should be accredited to an independent standard such as ISO 9001. This 
would provide some guarantee of consistency in approach and methodology. Audit and training providers will have a 
route to appeal to the Independent Governance Group if they are unhappy with decisions made by the 
Concessionaire. 

TfL

Independent 
Governance Group

Standards setting 
and review

Audit and training 
approval 

requirements, 
processes and fees

Appeals by audit 
and training 
providers

Concessionaire

Approving and 
supporting audit 

and training 
providers
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Project 
Management,

Marketing, comms 
and PR
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members

Audit and training providers
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Road Freight Council 

ROAD 19/21 EARNED RECOGNITION – ADDITIONAL BENEFITS 

The Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA) formally launched its Earned Recognition (ER) 
scheme in April 2018. Members consider there to be few benefits from joining this scheme and 
FTA has been engaging with DVSA to try and improve those benefits. 

FTA wrote to the Department for Transport (DfT) in April 2017, outlining several benefits members had 
identified to help support reasons for investing in ways to meet the ER standard. DVSA has agreed to explore 
the following measures further: 

1. MOT testing
a. Exemption from test (domestic-use vehicles only, as would require certificate to comply with ER

legislation).
b. ER operators to be offered self-declaration of roadworthiness – MOT certificate issued following

declaration.
c. If exemption approved, sharing of data to other states (roadworthiness compliance, via data).
d. Guaranteed Authorised Testing Facility (ATF) resource to ER operators – subject to DVSA’s Network

Business Manager assessment.
e. ER operators given priority of ATF contingency resource – where the original DVSA examiner is

unavailable to attend the ER ATF.
f. Guaranteed ATF approval for an ER operators’ premises, subject to DVSA’s usual standards and

applications being met – these applications will not be subject to the DVSA cap on ATFs.
g. For ‘free retest’ MOT failed items, where the presenter was unable to obtain a ’Pass after Ratification’

at the time of test, then, rather than needing to return for retest, a ‘pass’ test result could be obtained
via the ER operator’s self-declaration of repair.

2. Prohibition
a. Where a prohibition would be “X” marked by DVSA, then no prohibition would be issued – an

Inspection Notice would be issued instead.
b. No immobilisation to take place where remedial action is being, or going to be, undertaken.
c. Where “Delayed” prohibition action would be taken (except where “S” marked would apply), then no

prohibition would be issued, an Inspection Notice would be issued instead.
d. Clearance: (These are subject to DVSA reviewing legislation regarding who needs to undertake the

inspection. Additionally, the following will not apply if a prohibition is “S” marked for maintenance.)
I. If the ER operator undertakes its own maintenance – subject to DVSA receiving a safety inspection

report, with declaration that vehicle is in a roadworthy condition, DVSA will clear remotely via its
Remote Enforcement Office (REO).

II. If the ER operator uses third party maintenance – in addition to the above, the ER operator has to
declare the vehicle to be in a roadworthy condition via audit.

3. OTC
a. ER operators’ requests to be fast-tracked through DVSA’s Intel Unit checks.

4. Insurance
a. DVSA to pursue with insurance industry the opportunity for a reduced premium for ER operators.

5. ER – specifier requirements
a. DVSA to develop ER+ standards, to meet and be agreed with High Speed 2 (HS2) and Transport for

London (TfL) (alternative to FORS) requirements – “one size fits all”.

Note, independent testing is not included, as FTA is taking this forward separately. 
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DVSA has agreed to consider all of the above listed additional benefits but has asked for FTA members’ 
views on two aspects (see questions below). 

FTA’s stance 
FTA believes that gaining DVSA agreement to improving ER benefits is a step in the right direction.  Once 
members’ priorities have been agreed FTA will work with DVSA to take these forward. 
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Rail Freight Council 

Rail Freight Council 

Agenda 

9 February 2019, 10:15 – 13:15

One Great George Street, Westminster, London, SW1P 3AA 

RAIL/19/10 Apologies and personnel, competition law and 
compliance  
To note attendance and receive apologies.  
To brief on meeting conduct and form of minutes. 

Council papers 

RAIL/19/11 Minutes and matters arising 
To approve the minutes of the Rail Freight Council meeting 
held on 7 February 2018. 

Minutes booklet 

RAIL/19/12    Secretary’s Report 
• Update from HMT and other government meetings
• National Infrastructure Commission report key points
• Strategic Freight Network Benefits Tracker

Presentation 

RAIL/19/13 Future of Rail: Williams Review 
To review the key points of the FTA response to the 
Objectives and Assessment Criteria paper. To agree next 
steps for engagement with the review team. 

Council papers 

RAIL/19/14 Welsh Core Valley Lines 
Divestment from Network Rail to Transport for Wales; the 
contractual and regulatory issues this is causing and how 
FTA can support members 

Council papers 

RAIL/19/15 Anglia Franchise: Threat to freight paths 
Briefing of how members (both operators and customers) 
may be impacted by the new Anglia franchise. Discussion of 
how FTA this could be resolved through policy changes. 

Council papers 

RAIL/19/16 Emissions Update 
Report on progress on research project since February 
meeting and next steps 

Presentation 

RAIL/19/17 Mode Shift Revenue Support 
Review of position following input to the informal 
consultation and discussions with DfT Freight Grants Team 

Presentation 

RAIL/19/18 FTA rail activities 2019 
Update and discussion on rail activities for the rest of 2019 

Presentation 

Date of next meeting 
The next meeting of the Rail Freight Council will take place 
at 09.30 on July 4th, 2019  
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RAIL/19/13 Future of Rail: Williams Review 

The latest consultation from the Williams Review asked for feedback on proposed objectives for the 
railway, and criteria to be used to assess future organisational models for the sector. FTA has 
responded to highlight the need for a clear and ambitious objective to grow the rail freight market, 
with transparent, publicly available data to measure progress.  

FTA also continues to stress the need for a central function to ensure best use is being made of the 
UK’s limited rail capacity and a long-term commitment to minimise the bureaucratic hurdles to rail-
freight operations. A summary response is below; the full response is on our Rail Council website. 

Summary Response to Williams Review Consultation on Assessment Criteria and Evidence 

1.1 Customer Satisfaction and Performance:  
• There is an evidence gap on freight satisfaction; there should be a comprehensive, regular

survey of customers, operators and service providers.
• There is also a gap in performance reporting: The current 15-minute delay measure should be

complemented by the more granular data collected by Network Rail.

1.2 Capacity and private investment 
• The paper does not include evidence of problems caused by competing bids from freight and

passenger users, for example where new franchises threaten existing freight paths
• The review should consider the whole area of timetabling and path allocation to enable freight

to grow and adapt to customer needs.
• The review should also incorporate evidence on barriers to private sector investment following

the recent DfT Market-Led Proposal initiative.

2. High-level objectives

FTA disagrees with the objectives set out in Chapter 2: 
• Freight should have its own objective: Freight customers should also be separately identified

as they too are both end users of the service and pay for the service.
• The objective that mentions freight is not fit for purpose. There should be recognition of the

benefits to the UK economy and society to grow rail freight, with consultation to set an agreed
objective.

3. Key issues constraining the success of the railway

3.1 FTA agrees with the following problem statements: 
• Over recent years it has come to lack a single strategic direction
• The sector needs to be more productive and tackle its long-term costs

3.2 FTA partially agrees with some of the problem statements (see section 3 for details): 
• The rail sector too often loses sight of its customers – both passenger and freight
• It has become fragmented and accountabilities are not always clear.

3.3 Proposed additional problem statements (see section 3 for details) 
• Lack of capacity: Making best use of existing capacity and enhancements
• Difficulties for the private sector to invest

4: Assessment Criteria 
• The assessment criteria need much further work before they are fit for purpose. Tighter, more

measurable definitions are needed.
• We suggest that all are reviewed and significantly tightened. We have made detailed

suggestions in section 4 of our response.

Questions for members 
- How far do you think the Williams Review will deliver the needs of the rail freight sector?
- What tone would you like FTA to take as the review moves forward?
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RAIL/19/14 Welsh Core Valley Lines 

Network Rail is in the process of selling the 137km of the Core Valley Lines routes in south Wales to 
the Welsh Government, the first sale of its kind since Railtrack was created in 1994. This is part of a 
complex set of contractual changes to ensure that both infrastructure investment and services can be 
controlled by the Welsh Government.  

The transfer is due to complete by 20th September 2019. This is an important piece of rail 
infrastructure – according to the Welsh Government it accounts for just over 15 per cent of train 
miles in the Wales Route, it carries around 56 per cent of all Wales and Borders passenger services 
each day. 

There are still some freight services on this part of the Welsh rail network, and operators on that part 
of the network will require a separate track access contract, and there are likely to be different access 
charges and performance regimes along with a separate network code.  This is already the case for 
HS1 and will be the same for Crossrail when this is operational.  

While the issues around the Core Valley Lines should be surmountable, and FTA does not, in principle, 
object to divestment of assets, the need to re-do complex but necessary contractual paperwork 
creates an additional burden for hard-pressed rail freight operators who are already working within a 
highly complex policy and regulatory environment.  

More broadly an increase in devolution following the Williams Review may lead to a more fragmented 
railway with the need to redo a significant amount of paperwork. The Core Vally Lines will provide an 
important case study into how measures to devolve power of the railways can be done in a business-
friendly way, to ensure freight can happily co-exist with passenger services.  

Questions for members 
• Are you affected by the divestment of infrastructure from NR to TfW?
• Are you concerned that this sets a worrying precedent given the Williams review may lead to

more regionalised infrastructure management or possibly further divestment?

RAIL/19/15 Anglia Franchise: Threat to freight paths 

There is an approaching capacity issue on the Great Eastern Main Line following the proposed 
introduction in the May 2020 timetable of the new Greater Anglia and Crossrail services. As it stands 
the Network Rail System Operator has outlined options to address the incompatibility of the services 
in the May 2020 timetable, but lacks a transparent, fair process to assess which is more important; 
profitable, scheduled freight services with existing rights, or new passenger services.  

As we understand it but has also reported to DfT that the proposed services cannot be 
accommodated and so this issue will need to be resolved within the regulatory set-up in place, and 
may be referred to ORR for review. In addition however, Network Rail reported to the latest Freight 
Strategy Advisory Group that it is developing a methodology to assess these kind of issues through 
the System Operator function. 

This also points to the risk of losing a strong System Operator role in the future railway.  Were the 
Routes able to contract their own services the Anglia Franchise problem could be replicated across 
the UK. The System Operator needs to flag early with DfT franchise teams where there is a mis-
match between franchise specification and capacity available and then there should be an agreed way 
to make a pragmatic, fair and transparent decision around best-use of capacity, without reference to 
the Regulator in every case. 

Questions for members 
Do members support FTA taking up this issue with DfT, Network Rail and ORR, in the following ways: 

- Franchising: Stress the importance of franchising teams to avoid creating conflicting demands
on capacity with existing freight paths

- Resolution process: Influencing Network Rail to ensure any review process for Anglia and
future issues makes best use of capacity and delivers for freight

- Future processes: Influence the Williams Review to create a long-term and sustainable
approach to conflicting demands for limited rail capacity.13



British Shippers Council 

British Shippers Council 

Agenda 

9 May 2019, 10:15 – 13:15 

One Great George Street, Westminster, London, SW1P 3AA 

BSC/19/11 Apologies, personnel and conduct of FTA meetings 
a) To note attendance and receive apologies
b) To note Guidance on the Conduct of FTA Meetings

BSC/19/12 Minutes  
To approve the minutes of the British Shippers Council meeting 
held on 7 February 2019 

Minutes 
Booklet 

BSC/19/13 Matters Arising 
To report on Matters Arising from the Minutes 

BSC/19/14 Members Reports 
To discuss recent developments of interest to Members 

BSC/19/15 Appointment of Chair & Vice-Chairs 
To appoint a Chair and two vice-Chairs for 2019-20 

BSC/19/16 Brexit 
To receive an update on: 
a. the current status of UK and EU contingency plans for a ‘No

Deal’ Brexit Update: what we know; what we are waiting for;
FTA recommendations to Members

b. the expected availability of road haulage services to and from
the continent, in event of a ‘No Deal’

c. the use of alternative crossing routes to and from the
Continent

d. Members’ contingency planning and readiness for a ‘No Deal’

Council 
papers 

BSC/19/17 IMO sulphur emissions regulation 
To review Members’ experience of cost recovery mechanisms by 
shipping lines and the utility of independent cost-benchmarking 
tools 

Council 
papers 

BSC/19/18 Shipping Model Contract 
To discuss the utility of an FTA model shipping contracts in 
dealings with shipping lines 

Council 
papers 

BSC/19/19 Block Exemption Regulation Revision 
To receive a report on the European Commission’s review of the 
Consortia Block Exemption Regulation 

Council 
papers 

BSC/19/20 Container Cleanliness certification 
To receive a report on developments in the possible global 
requirement for cleanliness certificates for sea containers 

Council 
papers 

BSC/19/21 FTA Global Logistics 2019 conference 
To invite contributions from Members at the first FTA international 
conference on global logistics 

Council 
papers 

BSC/19/22 Secretary’s Report 
To update members on the other activities and developments not 
covered elsewhere in the agenda  

BSC/19/23 Date of Next Meeting 
The next meeting of the British Shippers Council will be on 
Thursday 4 July 2019 at One Great George Street, London, SW1P 3AA (tbc) 
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British Shippers Council 

BSC 19/16 Brexit 

Update on the Brexit process 

On 11 April 2019, EU27 leaders unanimously agreed to offer an extension to the Article 50 process to 
the UK until 31 October 2019 11pm. This flexible extension could be terminated as soon as the 
withdrawal agreement gets ratified by both sides, at which point a status-quo transition period would 
kick in, or on 31 October 2019 11pm UK time, whichever is the earliest – provided the UK 
Government organises European Parliament elections in the UK on 23 May 2019.  

Should European Parliament elections take place as foreseen in May, the UK would have the 
opportunity to either: 

• ratify the withdrawal agreement before 31 October 2019 (and leave on the 1st day of the
month following final ratification of the withdrawal agreement by the UK and the EU),

• to use the extra time to reconsider its Brexit strategy and agree changes to the political
declaration on the future relationship with the EU (which would still require the withdrawal
agreement to be ratified by both sides) – for instance to provide for a closer relationship with
the EU after Brexit than currently foreseen on the basis of the Prime Minister’s red lines,

• to revoke article 50 (ie. cancel Brexit altogether) or
• to decide to leave without a deal.

The UK has formally accepted this offer, which changes the date of Brexit in international law to 31 
October 2019, 11pm UK time.  

The risk of 'no deal' remains a tangible possibility but has receded until 31 October 2019 (provided 
European Parliament elections take place in the UK on 23 May 2019). FTA will remain vigilant and 
advise members should the situation change. 

Until the UK leaves the EU, the UK will remain a full member state, with all its rights and obligations. 
The UK will still have a say on EU transport, trade or customs legislation, but will also have to 
continue implementing EU law domestically. There will also be no changes to freedom of movement, 
EU citizens' rights in the UK and UK citizens' rights in the EU until the UK's departure from the EU. 
'No-deal' contingencies and changes announced by the UK Government (for instance on tariffs 
imposed on UK's imports or the need to produce customs declarations) will not take effect until the 
UK leaves the EU and then only in the absence of a ratified withdrawal agreement at the point of 
departure. 

Areas were improvements or further clarity would be beneficial 

The UK Border Delivery Group is collecting suggestions of areas that could be drastically improved 
before 31 October 2019, as well as pending points on which industry needs rapid answers. You will 
find below a list of points that are still pending and areas that could be improved before 31 October, 
in preparation for a potential ‘No deal’ outcome. A list of positive developments or elements where 
FTA has obtained clarifications was sent to BSC members ahead of the meeting and will be presented 
during the meeting.  
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British Shippers Council 

Points where we are waiting for clarity: 

Question / pending issue on which clarity is needed Responsible 
entity 

1. Customs situation of goods in transit at the time of Brexit – and in
particular, goods covered by an ATA carnet/temporary admission
procedure.
What customs procedures should be in place for goods exported to the EU
on a temporary basis prior to Brexit and then returning to the UK after
Brexit without being altered in any way (eg. exhibition material, cars that
will get tested on the continent without being modified, stage material for
concert tours etc…)? These products would likely be covered by an ATA
carnet or temporary admission procedure if departing from the UK after
Brexit but cannot be placed under a carnet if they leave before Brexit.
What will happen in this situation and what should these companies do in
customs terms when the goods are on their way back to the UK?

HMRC 

2. Empty packaging: when will the guidance on empty packaging coming
back to the UK be published? Will empty packaging returning to the UK
have to be declared?

HMRC 

3. VAT status for international transport when a sub-contractor is
involved.
Goods transport services starting or ending outside of the EU are usually
VAT exempted. However, a recent ECJ ruling means that these services
are no longer exempted if they are not provided directly to the exporter,
importer or recipient of the goods. As a consequence, the subcontractors
of these services can no longer apply the exemption and has to charge
VAT if necessary. Can HMRC confirm that this is the case?

HMRC 

4. EU Trade agreements ‘rolled over’
DIT has published a note updating industry on the progress of the ‘rolling
over’ exercise of EU trade agreements with a no deal exit in mind. Many of
these are listed as work in progress. Which ones are likely to be concluded by
1 June? By 31 October? Going forward, especially if a substantial extension is
agreed, it would be good to have more transparency on the progress of these
agreements and more user-friendly documents outlining the differences
between EU agreements with these countries and the new UK rolled-over
versions (eg. for Switzerland).

DIT 

5. Republic of Ireland plans to manage the Irish border in the event
of ‘No Deal’?

BDG 

Points that could be improved before 31 October: 
- Range and locations of transit offices of departure & destination (which could be used by

companies that are not authorised consignees and consignors)
- Safety & security declarations (as the temporary waiver expires on 1 October)
- Communication & guidance material for industry (including end to end procedures, including the

Irish & continental requirements)

Members will be invited to consider the points listed above and whether any elements are 
missing. Members will also be asked to come prepared to share updates on the state of 
their preparations and to discuss what else FTA could do to support shippers in this 
context.  
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British Shippers Council 

BSC 19/17 IMO Sulphur emissions regulation 

The container shipping industry is phasing in use of higher-grade fuels, emissions scrubbing 
technology and gas-powered ships in order meet new global limits on sulphur levels in 
marine bunker fuel from 2020. New surcharges and other means of cost recovery are also 
being posted amid claims this is a burden to be shared by all parties in the supply chain. 

In response to growing public concern at the effect of harmful emissions from the combustion of fuel 
in ships’ engines, the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) has introduced a new maximum limit 
on the sulphur content of marine bunker fuels of 0.5%, effective from 1 January 2020. Sulphur 
compounds are a significant cause of air pollution incidents and the current global limit in marine fuel 
is currently set at 3.5%. Lower limits of 0.1% will continue to apply in EU port areas and other sea 
areas in designated Environmental Control Areas (ECAs). An FAQ document issued by the IMO 
covering the legal and procedural aspects is appended (Annex 1). 

The step change in marine fuel specification is driving changes in fuel refining and blending by refiners 
and in fuel procurement policies by shipping lines. The availability of adequate supplies of compliant 
fuel will be crucial in planning vessel bunkering calls after 1 January 2020 and may affect the routing 
of services. 

The new emission limit may also be met by use of other technologies and some shipping lines are 
retro-fitting exhaust gas scrubbers to vessels to allow existing grades of fuel to continue to be used. 
The use of vessels powered by Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) is also being promoted but is a more likely 
choice for newly built vessels, rather than as a retro-fit option. 

The costs of compliance with the IMO regulation is put at $11 billion annually by the World Shipping 
Council and many shipping lines have already published scales of surcharges or new Bunker 
Adjustment Factors to recover these costs from shippers. The shipping industry is loudly proclaiming 
that given the environmental and public issues at stake, these are not costs that the shipping industry 
should bear alone. 

Members have previously reported attempts by shipping lines to impose surcharges in advance of the 
introduction of the implementation date and FTA is wishing to support these negotiations through the 
development of information and other analytical tools.  

The Australian Peak Shippers Association has compiled the attached list of carrier websites for 
circulation amongst Global Shippers Forum members showing intended scales of surcharges that will 
be applied. (see Annex 2) 

FTA is in discussion with shipping consultancies about the development of fuel cost benchmarking 
tools to help track the level of surcharges demanded and the prices actually paid. Members willingness 
to contribute potentially commercially sensitive information to such a benchmark would be essential 
for the success of the project and the presentation of such a service is planned for the meeting on 9 
May.  

Members’ views and experience of the scope and magnitude of surcharges linked to the 
IMO 2020 sulphur limit is requested and suggestions on how FTA and GSF can best support 
shippers in negotiations with shipping lines on this issue. 
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Frequently Asked Questions

The 2020 global sulphur limit 

For ships operating outside designated Emission Control Areas, IMO has set a limit for 
sulphur in fuel oil used on board ships of 0.50% m/m (mass by mass) from 1 January 
2020. This will significantly reduce the amount of sulphur oxide emanating from ships 
and should have major health and environmental benefits for the world, particularly 
for populations living close to ports and coasts. 

 When did IMO adopt regulations to control air pollution form ships?

IMO has been working to reduce harmful impacts of shipping on the environment since the 
1960s. Annex VI to the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships 
(MARPOL Convention) was adopted in 1997, to address air pollution from shipping.   

The regulations for the Prevention of Air Pollution from Ships (Annex VI) seek to control 
airborne emissions from ships (sulphur oxides (SOx), nitrogen oxides (NOx), ozone depleting 
substances (ODS), volatile organic compounds (VOC) and shipboard incineration) and their 
contribution to local and global air pollution, human health issues and environmental 
problems.  

Annex VI entered into force on 19 May 2005 and a revised Annex VI with significantly 
strengthened requirements was adopted in October 2008. These regulations entered into 
force on 1 July 2010.  

The regulations to reduce sulphur oxide emissions introduced a global limit for sulphur 
content of ships’ fuel oil, with tighter restrictions in designated emission control areas.  

Since 2010, further amendments to Annex VI have been adopted, including amendments to 
introduce further Emission Control Areas. Energy efficiency requirements entered into force 
in 2013.  

 What are the limits on sulphur in the regulations?

Until 31 December 2019, for ships operating outside Emission Control Areas, the limit for 
sulphur content of ships’ fuel oil is 3.50% m/m (mass by mass).  

The 0.50% m/m limit will apply on and after 1 January 2020. 

 Can this date be changed?

No. The date is set in the MARPOL treaty. So it can only be changed by an amendment to 
the MARPOL Annex VI. This would require a proposal for an amendment to be put forward 
by a Member State that is a Party to Annex VI, that proposal then circulated and finally 
adopted by MEPC. An amendment to MARPOL is required to be circulated for a minimum of 
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six months prior to adoption and then can only enter into force a minimum of 16 months after 
adoption. 

Parties to MARPOL Annex VI decided in October 2016 to implement the 2020 date. 

 So can there be a delay in implementation?

No, legally, there can be no change in the 1 January 2020 implementation date, as it is too 
late now to amend the date and for any revised date to enter into force before 1 January 
2020.   

However, IMO Member States will work in the relevant IMO technical bodies to address any 
issues that might arise with regards to ensuring consistent implementation.  

 When was the date of 1 January 2020 decided?

The date of 1 January 2020 was set in the regulations adopted in 2008. However, a provision 
was adopted, requiring IMO to review the availability of low sulphur fuel oil for use by ships, 
to help Member States determine whether the new lower global limit on sulphur emissions 
from international shipping shall come into effect on 1 January 2020 or be deferred until 1 
January 2025. The "Assessment of fuel oil availability" study can be downloaded here. 

IMO’s Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC 70), in October 2016, decided that 
the 0.50% limit shall apply from 1 January 2020.   

 What will the new limit mean for ships?

Under the new sulphur limit, ships will have to use fuel oil on board with a sulphur content of 
no more than 0.50% m/m, against the current limit of 3.50%, which has been in effect since  
1 January 2012.   

The interpretation of “fuel oil used on board” includes use in main and auxiliary engines and 
boilers.  

Exemptions are provided for situations involving the safety of the ship or saving life at sea, or 
if a ship or its equipment is damaged.  

Another exemption allows for a ship to conduct trials for the development of ship emission 
reduction and control technologies and engine design programmes. This would require a 
special permit from the Administration(s) (flag State(s)).  

 How can ships meet lower sulphur emission standards?

Ships can meet the requirement by using low-sulphur compliant fuel oil. 

An increasing number of ships are also using gas as a fuel as when ignited it leads to 
negligible sulphur oxide emissions. This has been recognised in the development by IMO of 
the International Code for Ships using Gases and other Low Flashpoint Fuels (the IGF 
Code), which was adopted in 2015.  Another alternative fuel is methanol which is being used 
on some short sea services.  
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Ships may also meet the SOx emission requirements by using approved equivalent methods, 
such as exhaust gas cleaning systems or “scrubbers”, which “clean” the emissions before 
they are released into the atmosphere. In this case, the equivalent arrangement must be 
approved by the ship’s Administration (the flag State).  

 What controls will there be once the new global limit takes effect?

Ships taking on fuel oil for use on board must obtain a bunker delivery note, which states the 
sulphur content of the fuel oil supplied. Samples may be taken for verification.  

Ships must be issued with an International Air Pollution Prevention (IAPP) Certificate by their 
Flag State. This certificate includes a section stating that the ship uses fuel oil with a sulphur 
content that does not exceed the applicable limit value as documented by bunker delivery 
notes or uses an approved equivalent arrangement. 

Port and coastal States can use port State control to verify that the ship is compliant. They 
could also use surveillance, for example air surveillance to assess smoke plumes, and other 
techniques to identify potential violations. 

 What sanctions will there be for not complying?

Sanctions are established by individual Parties to MARPOL, as flag and port States. IMO 
does not set fines of sanctions - it is down to the individual State Party.  

 What additional measures have been or are being developed to promote
consistent implementation?

Implementation is the remit and responsibility of the Administrations (flag States and 
port/coastal States). Ensuring the consistent and effective implementation of the 2020 0.50% 
m/m sulphur limit is a high priority. 

IMO’S Sub-Committee on Pollution Prevention and Response (PPR) has been developing 
guidance to ensure consistent implementation of the 0.50% m/m sulphur limit. 

In October 2018, the MEPC approved guidance on ship implementation planning. The 

guidance is part of a set of guidelines being developed by IMO for consistent implementation 

of the MARPOL regulation coming into effect from 1 January 2020. Download 

MEPC.1/Circ.878 here. 

The ship implementation planning guidance includes sections on: 

 risk assessment and mitigation plan (impact of new fuels);
 fuel oil system modifications and tank cleaning (if needed);
 fuel oil capacity and segregation capability;
 procurement of compliant fuel;
 fuel oil changeover plan (conventional residual fuel oils to 0.50% sulphur compliant

fuel oil); and
 documentation and reporting.

The PPR Sub-Committee has prepared, for adoption by MEPC 74 in May 2019, draft 
Guidelines for consistent implementation of the 0.50% sulphur limit under MARPOL Annex 
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VI, together with other relevant guidelines, forming a comprehensive package of new and 
updated instruments that will assist industry and Administrations to effectively and uniformly 
implement the 0.50% sulphur limit. 

Read more here. 

.  

 What additional measures are being or have been developed to support the
implementation of the 0.50% sulphur limit?

IMO has adopted a MARPOL amendment to prohibit the carriage of non-compliant fuel oil for 
combustion purposes for propulsion or operation on board a ship - unless the ship has an 
exhaust gas cleaning system ("scrubber") fitted.   Read more here. 

The PPR Sub-Committee has prepared further draft amendments to MARPOL Annex VI, for 
approval at MEPC 74, including amendments covering fuel oil sampling and testing.  

This will be for the IMO Member States to decide, through the work in the PPR Sub-
Committee, which in turn will report to the MEPC.   

 What is IMO doing to ensure fuel oil availability?

Implementation is the responsibility of the Member States who are contracting Parties to 
MARPOL Annex VI. The decision by MEPC in October 2016 to affirm the effective date of 1 
January 2020 (more than three years before entry into effect of the 0.50% limit) is intended, 
in part, to provide sufficient time for Member States and industry to prepare for the new 
requirement,   

Regulation 18 of MARPOL Annex VI covers both fuel oil availability and quality. 

On fuel oil availability, the regulation requires each Party to “take all reasonable steps to 
promote the availability of fuel oils which comply with this Annex and inform the Organization 
of the availability of compliant fuel oils in its ports and terminals”. Parties are also required to 
notify IMO when a ship has presented evidence of the non-availability of compliant fuel oil.  

Notifications received where there has been evidence of non-availability of compliant fuel oil 
are available on the IMO Global Integrated Shipping Information System (GISIS) Module 
(public users can register for free to access this module):  
https://gisis.imo.org/Public/MARPOL6/Notifications.aspx?Reg=18.2.5. 

MEPC 73 urged Parties to MARPOL Annex VI to inform the Organization of the availability of 
compliant fuel oils in its ports and terminals via the IMO Global Integrated Shipping 
Information System (GISIS) MARPOL Annex VI module well in advance of 1 January 2020, 
in accordance with regulation 18.1 of MARPOL Annex VI. 

 What is IMO doing to ensure fuel oil quality?

Implementation and monitoring falls to Parties to MARPOL Annex VI. MARPOL Annex VI 
regulation 18.3 specifies the requirements in terms of fuel oil quality, for fuel oil for 
combustion purposes delivered to and used on board ships.  

Notifications received where fuel oil suppliers have failed to meet the requirements are 
available to view on GISIS:  
https://gisis.imo.org/Public/MARPOL6/Notifications.aspx?Reg=18.9.6  
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IMO has issued MEPC.1/Circ.875 Guidance on best practice for fuel oil purchasers/users for 
assuring the quality of fuel oil used on board ships; and MEPC.1/Circ.875/Add.1 Guidance 
on best practice for fuel oil suppliers for assuring the quality of fuel oil delivered to ships. 

The former is intended to assist fuel oil purchasers/users in assuring the quality of fuel oil 
delivered to and used on board ships, with respect to both compliance with the MARPOL 
requirements and the safe and efficient operation of the ship. The guidance pertains to 
aspects of the fuel oil purchase up to the loading of the purchased fuel oil on board. 

A draft joint MSC-MEPC circular addressing the delivery of compliant fuel oil by suppliers has 
been prepared, for approval at MEPC 74 and at the Maritime Safety Committee (MSC 101). 
The draft circular says that Members States should urge fuel oil suppliers to take into 
account the above guidance. 

 What is the current average sulphur content of fuel oil used on ships?

IMO monitors the sulphur content of fuel oil used on ships globally. Samples are taken of 
residual fuel oil – the “heavy” fuel oil commonly used on ships – as well as distillate fuel oil 
(“light”, low sulphur fuel oil, which is more commonly used in emission control areas which 
have stricter limits on sulphur emissions).  

The latest figures showed that the yearly average sulphur content of the residual fuel oils 
tested in 2017 was 2.54%. The worldwide average sulphur content for distillate fuel in 2017 
was 0.08%.  

 Have there been any studies into the feasibility of using LNG as fuel oil?

Yes, IMO has commissioned and published studies on the feasibility and use of LNG as a 
fuel for shipping (2016). The publication includes a feasibility study on the use of LNG as a 
fuel for international shipping in the North America ECA, a pilot study on the use of LNG as a 
fuel for a high speed passenger ship from the Port of Spain ferry terminal in Trinidad and 
Tobago and a feasibility study on LNG-fuelled short sea and coastal shipping in the wider 
Caribbean region. 

 What about the sulphur limit in Emission Control areas (ECAs)?

Since 1 January 2015, the sulphur limit for fuel oil used by ships operating in Emission 
Control Areas (ECAs) designated by IMO for the control of sulphur oxides (SOX) has been 
0.10% m/m.  

The ECAs established under MARPOL Annex VI for SOx are: the Baltic Sea area; the North 
Sea area; the North American area (covering designated coastal areas off the United States 
and Canada); and the United States Caribbean Sea area (waters around Puerto Rico and 
the United States Virgin Islands). 

 Where can I find out more about the sulphur regulations?

Read more here.  

Download MEPC Resolutions and Guidelines related to MARPOL Annex VI here. 
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British Shippers Council 

BSC 19/17 IMO Sulphur emissions regulation 

The container shipping industry is phasing in use of higher-grade fuels, emissions scrubbing 
technology and gas-powered ships in order meet new global limits on sulphur levels in 
marine bunker fuel from 2020. New surcharges and other means of cost recovery are also 
being posted amid claims this is a burden to be shared by all parties in the supply chain. 

In response to growing public concern at the effect of harmful emissions from the combustion of fuel 
in ships’ engines, the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) has introduced a new maximum limit 
on the sulphur content of marine bunker fuels of 0.5%, effective from 1 January 2020. Sulphur 
compounds are a significant cause of air pollution incidents and the current global limit in marine fuel 
is currently set at 3.5%. Lower limits of 0.1% will continue to apply in EU port areas and other sea 
areas in designated Environmental Control Areas (ECAs). An FAQ document issued by the IMO 
covering the legal and procedural aspects is appended (Annex 1). 

The step change in marine fuel specification is driving changes in fuel refining and blending by refiners 
and in fuel procurement policies by shipping lines. The availability of adequate supplies of compliant 
fuel will be crucial in planning vessel bunkering calls after 1 January 2020 and may affect the routing 
of services. 

The new emission limit may also be met by use of other technologies and some shipping lines are 
retro-fitting exhaust gas scrubbers to vessels to allow existing grades of fuel to continue to be used. 
The use of vessels powered by Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) is also being promoted but is a more likely 
choice for newly built vessels, rather than as a retro-fit option. 

The costs of compliance with the IMO regulation is put at $11 billion annually by the World Shipping 
Council and many shipping lines have already published scales of surcharges or new Bunker 
Adjustment Factors to recover these costs from shippers. The shipping industry is loudly proclaiming 
that given the environmental and public issues at stake, these are not costs that the shipping industry 
should bear alone. 

Members have previously reported attempts by shipping lines to impose surcharges in advance of the 
introduction of the implementation date and FTA is wishing to support these negotiations through the 
development of information and other analytical tools.  

The Australian Peak Shippers Association has compiled the attached list of carrier websites for 
circulation amongst Global Shippers Forum members showing intended scales of surcharges that will 
be applied. (see Annex 2) 

FTA is in discussion with shipping consultancies about the development of fuel cost benchmarking 
tools to help track the level of surcharges demanded and the prices actually paid. Members willingness 
to contribute potentially commercially sensitive information to such a benchmark would be essential 
for the success of the project and the presentation of such a service is planned for the meeting on 9 
May.  

Members’ views and experience of the scope and magnitude of surcharges linked to the 
IMO 2020 sulphur limit is requested and suggestions on how FTA and GSF can best support 
shippers in negotiations with shipping lines on this issue. 
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Frequently Asked Questions

The 2020 global sulphur limit 

For ships operating outside designated Emission Control Areas, IMO has set a limit for 
sulphur in fuel oil used on board ships of 0.50% m/m (mass by mass) from 1 January 
2020. This will significantly reduce the amount of sulphur oxide emanating from ships 
and should have major health and environmental benefits for the world, particularly 
for populations living close to ports and coasts. 

 When did IMO adopt regulations to control air pollution form ships?

IMO has been working to reduce harmful impacts of shipping on the environment since the 
1960s. Annex VI to the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships 
(MARPOL Convention) was adopted in 1997, to address air pollution from shipping.   

The regulations for the Prevention of Air Pollution from Ships (Annex VI) seek to control 
airborne emissions from ships (sulphur oxides (SOx), nitrogen oxides (NOx), ozone depleting 
substances (ODS), volatile organic compounds (VOC) and shipboard incineration) and their 
contribution to local and global air pollution, human health issues and environmental 
problems.  

Annex VI entered into force on 19 May 2005 and a revised Annex VI with significantly 
strengthened requirements was adopted in October 2008. These regulations entered into 
force on 1 July 2010.  

The regulations to reduce sulphur oxide emissions introduced a global limit for sulphur 
content of ships’ fuel oil, with tighter restrictions in designated emission control areas.  

Since 2010, further amendments to Annex VI have been adopted, including amendments to 
introduce further Emission Control Areas. Energy efficiency requirements entered into force 
in 2013.  

 What are the limits on sulphur in the regulations?

Until 31 December 2019, for ships operating outside Emission Control Areas, the limit for 
sulphur content of ships’ fuel oil is 3.50% m/m (mass by mass).  

The 0.50% m/m limit will apply on and after 1 January 2020. 

 Can this date be changed?

No. The date is set in the MARPOL treaty. So it can only be changed by an amendment to 
the MARPOL Annex VI. This would require a proposal for an amendment to be put forward 
by a Member State that is a Party to Annex VI, that proposal then circulated and finally 
adopted by MEPC. An amendment to MARPOL is required to be circulated for a minimum of 
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six months prior to adoption and then can only enter into force a minimum of 16 months after 
adoption. 

Parties to MARPOL Annex VI decided in October 2016 to implement the 2020 date. 

 So can there be a delay in implementation?

No, legally, there can be no change in the 1 January 2020 implementation date, as it is too 
late now to amend the date and for any revised date to enter into force before 1 January 
2020.   

However, IMO Member States will work in the relevant IMO technical bodies to address any 
issues that might arise with regards to ensuring consistent implementation.  

 When was the date of 1 January 2020 decided?

The date of 1 January 2020 was set in the regulations adopted in 2008. However, a provision 
was adopted, requiring IMO to review the availability of low sulphur fuel oil for use by ships, 
to help Member States determine whether the new lower global limit on sulphur emissions 
from international shipping shall come into effect on 1 January 2020 or be deferred until 1 
January 2025. The "Assessment of fuel oil availability" study can be downloaded here. 

IMO’s Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC 70), in October 2016, decided that 
the 0.50% limit shall apply from 1 January 2020.   

 What will the new limit mean for ships?

Under the new sulphur limit, ships will have to use fuel oil on board with a sulphur content of 
no more than 0.50% m/m, against the current limit of 3.50%, which has been in effect since  
1 January 2012.   

The interpretation of “fuel oil used on board” includes use in main and auxiliary engines and 
boilers.  

Exemptions are provided for situations involving the safety of the ship or saving life at sea, or 
if a ship or its equipment is damaged.  

Another exemption allows for a ship to conduct trials for the development of ship emission 
reduction and control technologies and engine design programmes. This would require a 
special permit from the Administration(s) (flag State(s)).  

 How can ships meet lower sulphur emission standards?

Ships can meet the requirement by using low-sulphur compliant fuel oil. 

An increasing number of ships are also using gas as a fuel as when ignited it leads to 
negligible sulphur oxide emissions. This has been recognised in the development by IMO of 
the International Code for Ships using Gases and other Low Flashpoint Fuels (the IGF 
Code), which was adopted in 2015.  Another alternative fuel is methanol which is being used 
on some short sea services.  
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Ships may also meet the SOx emission requirements by using approved equivalent methods, 
such as exhaust gas cleaning systems or “scrubbers”, which “clean” the emissions before 
they are released into the atmosphere. In this case, the equivalent arrangement must be 
approved by the ship’s Administration (the flag State).  

 What controls will there be once the new global limit takes effect?

Ships taking on fuel oil for use on board must obtain a bunker delivery note, which states the 
sulphur content of the fuel oil supplied. Samples may be taken for verification.  

Ships must be issued with an International Air Pollution Prevention (IAPP) Certificate by their 
Flag State. This certificate includes a section stating that the ship uses fuel oil with a sulphur 
content that does not exceed the applicable limit value as documented by bunker delivery 
notes or uses an approved equivalent arrangement. 

Port and coastal States can use port State control to verify that the ship is compliant. They 
could also use surveillance, for example air surveillance to assess smoke plumes, and other 
techniques to identify potential violations. 

 What sanctions will there be for not complying?

Sanctions are established by individual Parties to MARPOL, as flag and port States. IMO 
does not set fines of sanctions - it is down to the individual State Party.  

 What additional measures have been or are being developed to promote
consistent implementation?

Implementation is the remit and responsibility of the Administrations (flag States and 
port/coastal States). Ensuring the consistent and effective implementation of the 2020 0.50% 
m/m sulphur limit is a high priority. 

IMO’S Sub-Committee on Pollution Prevention and Response (PPR) has been developing 
guidance to ensure consistent implementation of the 0.50% m/m sulphur limit. 

In October 2018, the MEPC approved guidance on ship implementation planning. The 

guidance is part of a set of guidelines being developed by IMO for consistent implementation 

of the MARPOL regulation coming into effect from 1 January 2020. Download 

MEPC.1/Circ.878 here. 

The ship implementation planning guidance includes sections on: 

 risk assessment and mitigation plan (impact of new fuels);
 fuel oil system modifications and tank cleaning (if needed);
 fuel oil capacity and segregation capability;
 procurement of compliant fuel;
 fuel oil changeover plan (conventional residual fuel oils to 0.50% sulphur compliant

fuel oil); and
 documentation and reporting.

The PPR Sub-Committee has prepared, for adoption by MEPC 74 in May 2019, draft 
Guidelines for consistent implementation of the 0.50% sulphur limit under MARPOL Annex 
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VI, together with other relevant guidelines, forming a comprehensive package of new and 
updated instruments that will assist industry and Administrations to effectively and uniformly 
implement the 0.50% sulphur limit. 

Read more here. 

.  

 What additional measures are being or have been developed to support the
implementation of the 0.50% sulphur limit?

IMO has adopted a MARPOL amendment to prohibit the carriage of non-compliant fuel oil for 
combustion purposes for propulsion or operation on board a ship - unless the ship has an 
exhaust gas cleaning system ("scrubber") fitted.   Read more here. 

The PPR Sub-Committee has prepared further draft amendments to MARPOL Annex VI, for 
approval at MEPC 74, including amendments covering fuel oil sampling and testing.  

This will be for the IMO Member States to decide, through the work in the PPR Sub-
Committee, which in turn will report to the MEPC.   

 What is IMO doing to ensure fuel oil availability?

Implementation is the responsibility of the Member States who are contracting Parties to 
MARPOL Annex VI. The decision by MEPC in October 2016 to affirm the effective date of 1 
January 2020 (more than three years before entry into effect of the 0.50% limit) is intended, 
in part, to provide sufficient time for Member States and industry to prepare for the new 
requirement,   

Regulation 18 of MARPOL Annex VI covers both fuel oil availability and quality. 

On fuel oil availability, the regulation requires each Party to “take all reasonable steps to 
promote the availability of fuel oils which comply with this Annex and inform the Organization 
of the availability of compliant fuel oils in its ports and terminals”. Parties are also required to 
notify IMO when a ship has presented evidence of the non-availability of compliant fuel oil.  

Notifications received where there has been evidence of non-availability of compliant fuel oil 
are available on the IMO Global Integrated Shipping Information System (GISIS) Module 
(public users can register for free to access this module):  
https://gisis.imo.org/Public/MARPOL6/Notifications.aspx?Reg=18.2.5. 

MEPC 73 urged Parties to MARPOL Annex VI to inform the Organization of the availability of 
compliant fuel oils in its ports and terminals via the IMO Global Integrated Shipping 
Information System (GISIS) MARPOL Annex VI module well in advance of 1 January 2020, 
in accordance with regulation 18.1 of MARPOL Annex VI. 

 What is IMO doing to ensure fuel oil quality?

Implementation and monitoring falls to Parties to MARPOL Annex VI. MARPOL Annex VI 
regulation 18.3 specifies the requirements in terms of fuel oil quality, for fuel oil for 
combustion purposes delivered to and used on board ships.  

Notifications received where fuel oil suppliers have failed to meet the requirements are 
available to view on GISIS:  
https://gisis.imo.org/Public/MARPOL6/Notifications.aspx?Reg=18.9.6  
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IMO has issued MEPC.1/Circ.875 Guidance on best practice for fuel oil purchasers/users for 
assuring the quality of fuel oil used on board ships; and MEPC.1/Circ.875/Add.1 Guidance 
on best practice for fuel oil suppliers for assuring the quality of fuel oil delivered to ships. 

The former is intended to assist fuel oil purchasers/users in assuring the quality of fuel oil 
delivered to and used on board ships, with respect to both compliance with the MARPOL 
requirements and the safe and efficient operation of the ship. The guidance pertains to 
aspects of the fuel oil purchase up to the loading of the purchased fuel oil on board. 

A draft joint MSC-MEPC circular addressing the delivery of compliant fuel oil by suppliers has 
been prepared, for approval at MEPC 74 and at the Maritime Safety Committee (MSC 101). 
The draft circular says that Members States should urge fuel oil suppliers to take into 
account the above guidance. 

 What is the current average sulphur content of fuel oil used on ships?

IMO monitors the sulphur content of fuel oil used on ships globally. Samples are taken of 
residual fuel oil – the “heavy” fuel oil commonly used on ships – as well as distillate fuel oil 
(“light”, low sulphur fuel oil, which is more commonly used in emission control areas which 
have stricter limits on sulphur emissions).  

The latest figures showed that the yearly average sulphur content of the residual fuel oils 
tested in 2017 was 2.54%. The worldwide average sulphur content for distillate fuel in 2017 
was 0.08%.  

 Have there been any studies into the feasibility of using LNG as fuel oil?

Yes, IMO has commissioned and published studies on the feasibility and use of LNG as a 
fuel for shipping (2016). The publication includes a feasibility study on the use of LNG as a 
fuel for international shipping in the North America ECA, a pilot study on the use of LNG as a 
fuel for a high speed passenger ship from the Port of Spain ferry terminal in Trinidad and 
Tobago and a feasibility study on LNG-fuelled short sea and coastal shipping in the wider 
Caribbean region. 

 What about the sulphur limit in Emission Control areas (ECAs)?

Since 1 January 2015, the sulphur limit for fuel oil used by ships operating in Emission 
Control Areas (ECAs) designated by IMO for the control of sulphur oxides (SOX) has been 
0.10% m/m.  

The ECAs established under MARPOL Annex VI for SOx are: the Baltic Sea area; the North 
Sea area; the North American area (covering designated coastal areas off the United States 
and Canada); and the United States Caribbean Sea area (waters around Puerto Rico and 
the United States Virgin Islands). 

 Where can I find out more about the sulphur regulations?

Read more here.  

Download MEPC Resolutions and Guidelines related to MARPOL Annex VI here. 
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IMO 2020 Carrier Cost Recovery Policies 
(announced as at 17 December 2018) 

Prepared by the Australian Peak Shippers Association. 

ANL 
https://www.anl.com.au/news/864/implementation-of-new-bunker-adjustment-formula-
effective-1st-january-2019 

APL 
http://s714473044.t.en25.com/e/es.aspx?s=714473044&e=39476&elqTrackId=1f4b560e96b
d45588b81200dc376a40a&elq=0117c9a87811452d8e596ea1e1a24abf&elqaid=4319&elqat
=1 

CMA CGM 
http://www.cma-cgm.com/news/2302/update-new-baf-
formula?utm_source=otf&utm_medium=2302&utm_term=price-and-surcharge-
updates&utm_content=3a6059a2-7f8d-4633-93ad-
d4b03f0ecbd1&utm_campaign=newsletter 

Hapag-Lloyd 
https://www.hapag-lloyd.com/en/about-us/sustainability/imo-2020.html 

MSC 
https://www.msc.com/aus/news/2018-november/2020-sulphur-cap-bunker-charge-
mechanism-for-2019  
(also contains link to pdf) 

ONE  
https://www.one-line.com/sites/g/files/lnzjqr776/files/2018-
12/New%20ONE%20Bunker%20Surcharge%28OBS%29_Customer%20Advisory.pdf 

Most recent China and other LSF surcharges 

ANL – revised LSS all trades to/from Shanghai & Ningbo 
https://www.anl.com.au/news/853/revised-low-sulphur-surcharge-lss-all-trade-routes-to-
from-shanghai-ningbo?cat=tariffandsurchargeupdates 

APL – revised: Asia-Oceania market low sulphur fuel 
http://s714473044.t.en25.com/e/es.aspx?s=714473044&e=38964&elqTrackId=1f4b560e96b
d45588b81200dc376a40a&elq=6a86727bb55c4fa0b2be09cd0394bf07&elqaid=4283&elqat=
1 

CMA CGM – LSF surcharge from/to China, Hong Kong, Taiwan 
http://www.cma-cgm.com/news/2338/low-sulphur-surcharge-from-to-china-hong-kong-
taiwan?utm_source=otf&utm_medium=2338&utm_term=price-and-surcharge-
updates&utm_content=3a6059a2-7f8d-4633-93ad-
d4b03f0ecbd1&utm_campaign=newsletter 
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COSCO Shipping Lines – implementation of China Low Sulphur Fuel Surcharge: 
Oceania trade 
http://www.coscoshipping.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Notification-for-CLS-
implementation-on-Oceania-Trade-from-01-Jan-2019.pdf 

COSCO Shipping Lines – CLS implementation China-Oceania trade 
http://www.coscoshipping.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Notification-for-CLS-
implementation-on-Oceania-Trade-from-9th-Nov.-2018.pdf 

MSC – low sulphur surcharge Shanghai and Ningbo to the world 
https://www.msc.com/aus/notices/2018-november/low-sulphur-surcharge-to-cargo-from-
shanghai-nin 

ONE – expansion of LSF surcharge in China and Taiwan 
https://www.one-line.com/sites/g/files/lnzjqr776/files/2018-
12/Low%20Sulphur%20Fuel%20Surchage%20%28LSF%29_%28Taiwan__China%29_ONE
%20Customer%20Advisory.pdf 

ONE – Low Sulphur Surcharge Central China 
https://www.one-line.com/sites/g/files/lnzjqr776/files/2018-
12/Low%20Sulphur%20Fuel%20Surchage%20%28LSF%29_%28Central%20China%29_O
NE%20Customer%20Advisory.pdf 

OOCL – LSF surcharge to/from China 
https://www.oocl.com/australia/eng/localinformation/localnews/2018/Pages/China-Low-
Sulphur-Fuel-Surcharge-Notice.aspx 

OOCL – low sulphur surcharge to/from Europe 
https://www.oocl.com/australia/eng/localinformation/localnews/2018/Pages/%E2%80%8BLo
w-Sulphur-Fuel-Surcharge-(LSS)-to-and-from-EUROPE----Effective-1st-January-2019.aspx

PDL – low sulphur fuel surcharge Shanghai (inc. Yangtze River ports) and Ningbo 
http://www.pdl123.co.nz/images/uploads/LSS_-
_Shanghai_(include_Yangtze_River_Ports)_Ningbo_121118.pdf 

Swire Shipping – implementation of Taiwan LSF surcharge 
http://www.swireshipping.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1624:imple
mentation-of-taiwan-low-sulphur-surcharge&catid=242&Itemid=416 

Yang Ming Line – low sulphur surcharge Taiwan 
https://www.yangming.com/news/Press_Release/PressContent.aspx?UID=4684 

Yang Ming Line – low sulphur surcharge China 
https://www.yangming.com/news/Press_Release/PressContent.aspx?UID=4671 
bar 
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British Shippers Council 

BSC 19/18 Model Shipping Contracts 

FTA campaigned for many years for the abolition of the EU Block Exemption for shipping conferences 
(EC/4056/86), believing they acted against the interests of shippers in their choice and pricing of 
container shipping services. 

Upon abolition of the Block Exemption Regulation in 2008 and the ending of liner conferences, FTA 
sought to provide help and guidance to shippers to maximise their newly won benefits. This included 
the development of the first model global shipping contract with BIMCO, the Baltic and International 
Maritime Council, that could be relied upon by shippers as a legally sound substitute for house 
contracts provided by shipping lines. Given the global applicability of the model contract the 
development work was carried out through the Global Shippers Forum (GSF). 

A copy of the model contract and the Explanatory Notes issued at the time are appended to this 
paper. 
The terms can be amended, with appropriate legal advice, in negotiation with the carrier. The extent 
of take-up of this contract by shippers is not known. 

In reviving the range of services available to shippers, FTA wishes to understand better the relevance 
and utility of this model contract to Members, and whether it requires modification or updating to 
reflect contemporary trading conditions. 

Members views are sought on the utility and value of a model shipping contracts and their 
possible further development. 

Attachments: 
1. GSF/BIMCO Standard Service Contract
2. Explanatory Notes: BIMCO launches Standard Service Contract - ‘SERVICECON’
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Much of the trade is based on 
service contracts whereby, in 
return for a favourable freight 

rate, shippers undertake to transport a 
minimum number of (usually) contain-
ers over an agreed given period. Multi-
national shippers have developed their 
own individual contractual arrangements 
but despite the number and global value 
of shipments, until now no standard con-
tract has been available to meet the needs of 
other trade interests.

However, as a result of discussions over a 
two year period between carrier and ship-
per representatives, the BIMCO SERVICE-
CON Standard Service Contract has been 
developed to provide a basis for volume car-
riage in liner trades.

BIMCO wishes to thank the following rep-
resentatives of carriers and shippers for 
their assistance in the work: Frank Sand-
ford MSC; Charlotte Peddie Maersk Line; 
Martin Clausen Maersk Line; Erwann Mer-
rien Marfret Compagnie Maritime; Stephen 
Mills North of England P&I Club; Howard 
Finkel COSCO; Chris Welsh Global Ship-
pers’ Forum UK; Barry Wallace Marks and 
Spencer; Peter Gatti NIT League USA and 
Don Pisano Coffee Corps of America.

General principles
SERVICECON is a framework agreement 
designed for worldwide trading. It can 
be used and amended as necessary to suit 
commercial parties’ individual needs and 
circumstances. This flexibility to adjust the 
content should avoid the likelihood of con-
flict with competition legislation although 
in the event of any doubt, appropriate legal 
advice should be taken.

In practical terms, SERVICECON has been 
drafted as a starting point for carrier/ship-
per negotiations. The central feature is 
shippers’ declared “Minimum Quantity 

BIMCO launches Standard 
Service Contract – SERVICECON
Liner trades are characterised by a small number of very large shippers 
with high shipment demands and the majority of small to medium sized 
companies whose transportation needs range from relatively modest cargo 
movements to significant numbers of containers.

Commitment” (MQC) which will be the 
basis for determining the freight rate and 
providing carriers with the necessary infor-
mation to reserve cargo space over the con-
tractual period.

However, as shippers will not necessarily be 
able to predict the extent of their forward 
needs, figures often err on the side of cau-
tion when agreeing the minimum number. 
In reality, shipment demands often prove 
to be much higher than the initial estimate 
and this is addressed by allowing accep-
tance, at carriers’ option, of cargo beyond 
shippers’ declared MQC.

Shippers’ failure to fulfil their minimum 
obligation will mean that cargo space set 
aside by the carrier is unused with result-
ing lost revenue. In such circumstances 
carriers are to be automatically compen-
sated through agreed liquidated damages. 
The measurement of loss for carrier failure 
to lift the MQC is more complex and will 
depend on extra costs and expenses actually 
incurred by shippers (such as higher freight 
for carriage on another vessel). Shippers’ 
proven damages are therefore the basis for 
determining carrier compensation for fail-
ure to carry an agreed MQC.

Individual shipments are subject to the con-
tracting carrier’s own bill of lading or sea-
waybill which is incorporated, by reference, 
into the SERVICECON contract.

Detailed content
SERVICECON follows BIMCO’s tradi-
tional style. Part I contains a box layout 
for variable information to be agreed and 
inserted by the parties. Part II contains the 
terms and conditions while three support-
ing annexes A, B and C respectively set out 
Federal Maritime Commission (FMC) pro-
visions where US jurisdiction applies; ports 
and rates within the scope of the contract; 
and shipper details.

Part I
Particular attention is drawn to Box 8 where 
the MQC figure must be entered. If it is left 
blank, the contract will be null and void.

Part II
Preamble
This notes that the contract is between the 
carrier and shipper, including the shipper’s 
associated companies as listed in Annex C.

Definitions
Terms used throughout SERVICECON are 
set out and their meaning explained.

Clause 1 Scope of Contract and Rates
A cross reference is made to Annex B which 
contains details of the geographic scope of 
the parties’ agreement, together with appli-
cable freight rates.

Clause 2 Carrier’s Commitment
Sub-clause (a) sets out the carrier’s central 
obligation to provide space to meet the ship-
per’s MQC during the contractual period. 
Carriers my also, at their option (i.e. depend-
ing on available space and scheduling require-
ments), lift cargo in excess of the MQC.

Shipper access to the carrier’s container 
tracking service is provided for at sub-
clause (b).

Sub-clause (c) addresses standards of train-
ing for the carrier’s personnel while sub-
clause (d) states the requirement for carriers 
to maintain, and if necessary confirm, that 
appropriate cargo liability cover is in place.

Clause 3 Shipper’s Commitment
Sub-clause (a) sets out shipper’s obligation 
to provide not less than the agreed MQC. 
Unless otherwise agreed, shipments are to 
be evenly distributed throughout the con-
tractual period or the carrier advised where 
this cannot be achieved. Any changes in 
arrangements must be mutually agreed.
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Sub-clause (b) requires the shipper to give 
the carrier the number of days’ notice stated 
in Annex B prior to loading cargo. In the 
absence of an agreed and stated figure, the 
default position is 15 days’ notice.

Sub-clause (c) provides that the agreed rates 
and cargo quantities are specific to the con-
tract and cannot be used to claim any dis-
count or as part of a cargo commitment 
under any other contractual arrangements 
with the carrier.

Clause 4 Verification of Contract Carryings
In order to qualify for the agreed freight 
rate and to fulfil the MQC, cargo must be 
moved during the Contract Period set out 
in Part I at Box 5 (Commencement Date) 
and Box 6 (Expiration Date or Period).

In accordance with sub-clause (a), the 
date when cargo is received by the car-
rier determines whether or not it is within 
the Contract Period. Administrative pro-
visions for compliance with the contrac-
tual arrangements are set out at sub-clause 
(b). Sub-clause (c) contains a table compar-
ing different container dimensions with the 
standard TEU for the purpose of calculat-
ing the agreed TEU-based MQC.

Clause 5 Non-performance
Sub-clause (a) provides that where cargo 
obligations are not fulfilled, the carrier’s 
losses (i.e. reduced freight earnings due to 
unused space) are automatically compen-
sated in accordance with the agreed rate 
of Liquidated Damages (as stated in Part 
I Box7) covering the difference between 
the MQC and number of containers actu-
ally shipped.

If the carrier fails to lift cargo tendered in 
accordance with the MQC, sub-clause (b) 
provides that the shipper’s commitment 
may be reduced by that number and, in 
the event of repeated failures (constitut-
ing a material breach), the contract may 
be terminated in accordance with clause 
9(b) (below).

As to damages, the position for determin-
ing shippers’ losses is less easily measured 
than carriers’ unused space and resulting 
reduced earnings. Cargo may be shipped on 
another vessel at the same, or lower, freight. 
Sub-clause (c) therefore provides that the 

shipper’s losses will be determined at the 
end of the Contract Period by reference 
to their proven damages up to the agreed 
freight rate per TEU.

Clause 6 Force Majeure
This sets out a list of illustrative politi-
cal events and natural disasters beyond 
the parties’ control and for which they are 
relieved from their performance obliga-
tions, other than in respect of payments. 
Changes in market conditions or other 
commercial issues are expressly excluded. 
Once the Force Majeure event has come to 
an end, the contract will resume with pro 
rata adjustment, where appropriate, to the 
shipper’s MQC. Under certain circum-
stances set out in the clause, the contract 
may be terminated.

Clause 7 Contracts of Carriage
The carrier’s standard bill of lading or way-
bill is incorporated by reference into SER-
VICECON. In the event of conflict between 
the two, SERVICECON prevails.

Clause 8 Assignment
Either party may assign the contract to any 
company within its Group (i.e. which it con-
trols) but must obtain the counterparty’s 
agreement for assignment outside its Group. 
The original contracting party always 
remains responsible for due performance.

Clause 9 Termination
The contract is subject to termination:
Sub-clause (a) once the MQC has been 
reached when notice may (but does not have 
to) be, given by either party;

Sub-clause (b) in the event of a material 
breach or repeated non-material breaches 
where the party in breach fails to rectify the 
position within 30 days; and

Sub-clause (c) if one of the parties is subject 
to winding-up procedures, bankruptcy or 
receivership.

In accordance with sub-clause (d), termi-
nation is without prejudice to prior accrued 
rights.

Clause 10 Dispute Resolution Clause
All disputes under SERVICECON are to be 
determined in accordance with the dispute 
resolution provisions in the carrier’s con-

tract of carriage (which is incorporated into 
SERVICECON by reference, see clause 7).

Clause 11 Confidentiality
Subject to limited exceptions or where 
required by law, pre-contractual discus-
sions and the contract’s contents must 
remain confidential until twelve months 
after the date of termination. Nevertheless, 
certain information, in anonymous format, 
may be disclosed for the purposes of statis-
tical data.

Clause 12 Entire Contract
The contract is defined by its written pro-
visions and all exchanges prior to the date 
of the agreement, stated and entered in Part 
I Box 2, are excluded. Any modifications 
must be agreed in writing.

Clause 13 Notices
This sets out the basis for giving and receiv-
ing notices under the contract.

Annex A (FMC Requirements)
This applies where shipments are subject 
to US jurisdiction. The shipper’s status 
must be certified and certain documen-
tation retained by the carrier or a desig-
nated agent.

Annex B (Scope of Contract and Rates)
Details are to be inserted of ports within 
the contractual geographic scope together 
with the number of days’ notice to be given 
prior to loading and a copy of the schedule 
of agreed freight rates attached.

Annex C (SHIPPERS-associated
companies)
This is for shippers to list the names and 
addresses of their related companies to be 
covered by the contract.

Availability
The full text of the contract is printed in 
this Bulletin on pages 52-60. It can also be 
downloaded free of charge from the Char-
tering/Clauses section of the BIMCO web-
site (www.bimco.org).

Users of the IDEA•2 contract editing sys-
tem, which contains digital copies of all the 
widely used BIMCO standard contracts, 
can add the new Clause to their agreements 
by using the Clause Manager. (GH) l l
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British Shippers Council 

BSC 19/19 Block Exemption Regulation Revision 

The Consortia Block Exemption Regulation (BER) for liner shipping services (Commission Regulation 
906/2009) will expire on 25 April 2020, with the possibility for the European Commission to renew it 
for an additional period of five years. The Consortia BER allows vessel sharing and other limited 
information exchange between shipping lines operating in consortia, where the market share of the 
consortia does not exceed 30% of the trade, and provided the benefits are shared with customers. 

In 2018, the European Commission opened an evaluation of the BER’s impact and relevance to 
determine whether it should be prolonged, and if so, under which conditions. This revision process 
culminated with an open consultation, to which the Global Shippers Forum (GSF) responded, which 
closed on 20 December 2018. A summary of public consultation responses by the European 
Commission has been published here. The summary highlights strong differences of opinions amongst 
stakeholders. Shipping lines came out strongly in favour of a BER renewal, arguing that not renewing 
the BER would have highly negative consequences on the sector’s economic viability. Shippers and 
intermediaries, on the other hand, pleaded for a repeal of the BER or for substantial modifications 
and safeguards to be adopted should the European Commission decide to renew it anyway. This 
position was based on the poor performance of shipping lines, their inability to pass on efficiency 
gains to shippers and the lack of transparency of the consortia themselves. 

GSF also took part in a roundtable with the European Commission and key stakeholders facilitated by 
the ITF secretariat on 8 March 2019. During this roundtable, stakeholders reiterated their views and 
GSF maintained its long-standing position of ending all Block Exemptions, while recognising this may 
have to be achieved over time and that some beneficial practices should continue to be protected. 
The European Commission explained that the review would be guided by five principles: 

1. Effectiveness: Are the consortia competitive, and are efficiency gains passed on to
customers?

2. Cost of compliance for shipping lines: Has the BER helped reduce the cost of compliance with
competition rules for shipping lines?

3. Relevance: Is the BER still relevant, in the context of 2019 and of the alliances?
4. Justification in wider EU competition policy: Is a sectorial exemption for shipping lines

justified at a time when the European Commission is trying to phase out sectorial
exemptions?

5. EU added value: Is the BER still required to provide clarity to shipping lines?

The European Commission reacted negatively to what it perceived as a divided front from the ‘non-
shipping lines’ side of the debate, with some stakeholders arguing that the BER should be repealed 
altogether (GSF, CLECAT), while others spoke out against a repeal (FEPORT, EPSO), and some 
advocated more ambiguous courses of actions, with recommendations going beyond the remit and 
capabilities of the European Commission (ESC). The suggestion was that, in the absence of a strong 
united front making an alternative case, supported by robust data, the BER would probably be 
renewed. 

OECD-ITF published a new report in March on the quality and availability of data needed to assess 
the effectiveness of the BER. The report, available here, suggested the data needed to assess 
whether the 30% threshold was breached (using the legal definitions) was known only to the shipping 
lines involved but noted it was available to purchase from a shipping-line controlled bureau at a price 
of £1m+. The author argued the BER was unenforceable since the data needed to assess its 
effectiveness was not available to the Regulatory authority or to customers – thus making it very 
difficult to assess whether the BER even applied to alliances. This report prompted a furious public 
response by shipping lines, making personal attacks on integrity of the author, but not actually 
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challenging the claims made. GSF chose not to engage but instead asked the Commission to explain 
how it assesses the effectiveness of BER, given the OECD findings. FTA understands that the report 
has been received positively by the case handlers at the European Commission.  

The European Commission is due to finalise the internal analysis that will support the decision to 
renew, amend or repeal the BER in May 2019. This document should be made available in the 
Autumn, at which point we should know which course of action the European Commission intends to 
follow. A political decision on the renewal of the BER is expected before the end of the year and 
would be taken by the current European Competition Commissioner, Ms Vestager – who is thought to 
be an advocate of the shipping sector. A renewal of the BER is unlikely to materially affect market 
conditions in the short-term but does reinforce claims of unique industry requiring special treatment. 
It also risks delaying the prospect of market normality: all-in pricing, truly confidential service 
contracts, an end to surcharges and an improvement in service quality. FTA/GSF will continue to 
follow closely the developments around the BER renewal and will start to engage again with both DG 
COMP and DG MOVE once the new team of Commissioners is in place, to seek alternative solutions to 
the problems experienced by shippers when dealing with shipping lines and prepare the ground for 
the next BER revision, should the European Commission decide to renew it without substantial 
amendments.     

Members are invited to take note of this update and recent developments in preparation 
for the meeting. 
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British Shippers Council 

BSC 19/20 Container cleanliness and invasive pest contamination 

The Chinese government is promoting the mandatory certification of all containers as pest-
free before loading aboard ship. Shippers should be worried by the scope, pace and 
patronage of the proposals … and the potential costs. 

The Global Shippers Forum (GSF) has been invited to participate in a series of meetings in the past 
six months at which the risk of transmission of invasive plant and animal pests between countries in 
sea containers has been discussed and possible protective and regulatory actions advanced. Although 
no formal proposals have yet been published, the scale of the controls envisaged and the backing of 
national governments, particularly China, means these initiatives should be taken seriously, and a 
position developed by shippers’ in response. 

International regulatory standards for control of invasive plant and animal species are developed 
under the International Plant Protection Convention (IPPC) which is administered by the Commission 
on Phytosanitary Measures (CPM). The Commission ultimately controls the development and issuing 
of International Standards for Phytosanitary Measures (ISPM) which are to be implemented by all 
national government signatory to the IPPC. For example, ISPM-15 sets standards for the condition of 
wood packaging used in international trade, including pallets and dunnage. 

Recently, the CPM has begun investigating the risk of transmission of pests through contaminated sea 
freight containers and unitised load devices used in air cargo and in 2018 established a Sea Container 
Task Force to make recommendations on possible future standards that could be applied to these 
modes. The Task Force has met twice, with a third meeting planned in September of this year. GSF is 
an Industry Observer of this group and attends these meetings. There is unanimity amongst national 
government members about the severity of the risk to agricultural and natural resources posed by 
contaminated containers but divergence about how this should be mitigated. 

National governments positions 
The USA and Canada strongly promote a voluntary approach based on compliance with existing 
practices published in the IMO/ILO/UNECE Code of Practice for the Safe Loading of Cargo Transport 
Units (the CTU Code). The US Department of Agriculture and the Canadian Food Inspection Agency 
have established a North American Sea Container Initiative (NASCI) that has developed further 
publicity material to raise awareness amongst the international freight community about the urgency 
and importance of container cleanliness (see Annexes 1 & 2). This is largely driven by recognition of 
the costs of implementation and enforcement of a regulatory regime and the potential costs to 
industry. 

This contrasts with an approach favoured by China, which envisages a mandatory certification 
process for every container, with unspecified technological means of tracking certified containers to 
facilitate entry at destination countries, and enforcement controls and sanctions applied to non-
compliant parties. It is believed that draft text for a possible ISPM codifying such a system could be 
presented to the 3rd meeting of the IPPC Sea Container Task Force in September 2019. 

Other countries, most notably Australia and New Zealand, operate an International Container 
Handling Scheme (ICHS) on specific trades between the Pacific Islands targeting traffic where risks 
are greatest. The different national approaches were summarised most recently at a meeting of the 
CPM in April in the attached paper. (Annex 3) 

The introduction of a mandatory global inspection and certification standard for sea container 
cleanliness would have a major disruptive impact on international container traffic. Approximately 
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210 million loaded and empty containers are consigned or repositioned each year and at an estimated 
cost of certification of $100 - $150 per box such a scheme would generate new global costs of 
between $20 and $35 billion annually. The annual cost of the IMO Sulphur Limit Emissions regulation 
is estimated at $11 billion. 

A further concern of GSF and the World Shipping Council (the global representative group of 
container shipping lines) is that these measures are being discussed and developed outside of the 
International Maritime Organisation (IMO) which is responsible for all other matters relating to the 
carriage of goods by sea. GSF and WSC met with IMO officials in March urging them to become 
involved in the Sea Container Task Force and ensure compatibility of any new requirements with 
existing IMO Conventions and guidance. 

GSF Position 
GSF is seeking shippers’ views on existing container cleanliness practices and incidence of pest 
contamination to establish a common position in future international meetings. The following 
positions are recommended:  
a. The voluntary adoption of high standards of container cleanliness is preferable to the development

of new regulatory controls.
b. The existing guidance on the loading of containers and other cargo transport units, the CTU Code,

should be revised and augmented to provide comprehensive guidance on the prevention of pest
contamination of cargo transport units

c. Any new regulatory proposals should be resisted and made subject to the following criteria:
i. be the subject of an independent cost-benefit analysis and regulatory impact assessment.
ii. be applied based on risk assessments of the most sensitive trades and pest risks
iii. be compatible with existing international regulatory controls for the transport of goods by

land, sea and air.
iv. maximise the use of existing guidance and practices on the loading of cargo transport

units.

UK Government position 
In the UK, phytosanitary measures affecting invasive pest species are the responsibility of DEFRA and 
FTA has established contact with the UK’s Chief Plant Protection Officer to understand the UK 
government’s position on this issue.  

Members views and experiences of this issue are requested to help FTA evaluate the risk 
and impact of any new regulatory proposals and the development of future 
representations: 

1. How often have inbound containers arriving at UK distribution centres been found to
contain live animals or plant residue?

2. Are the procedures for reporting an incidence of pest contamination to UK
authorities widely understood?

3. What standards exist in the UK for the cleanliness of containers prior to loading for
export?

4. Are there corporate or industry standards for container cleanliness in specific
sectors?

5. Which contracting party should be considered responsible for container cleanliness?
6. Is the proposed GSF position supported?
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Invasive pests threaten crops, forests, and 
livestock. By taking reasonable steps to keep 
containers and their cargo clean, you will help 

prevent the spread of invasive pests through 
commerce and facilitate the movement of your 
containers through North American ports.  

The risk for pests to contaminate containers and 
cargo is greatest at the packing location. Shippers 
or packers acting on behalf of shippers should put 
measures in place to minimize pest contamination 
during packing. Others in the supply chain should 
also put measures in place to reduce the risk of 
pest contamination while the container is in their 
control. These measures should be in accordance 
with individual roles and responsibilities in the 
supply chain and should take into consideration all 
safety and operational constraints. 

Preventing the Spread of Invasive Pests
Recommended Practices for the Container Supply Chain

Visually inspect the outside and inside of 
the container for visible contaminants such 
as plants, seeds, insects, egg masses, snails, 
animals, animal droppings, and soil.

VISUALLY INSPECT CONTAINERS 
BEFORE PACKING

1. Avoid driving containers through manure or 
wastewater.

2. Where applicable, sweep, vacuum, or wash 
containers to remove contaminants, such as 
soil or animal droppings, that could move animal 
disease from one location to another.

3. Whenever possible, park containers on paved 
areas and away from livestock pens and pastures.

WHEN MOVING CONTAINERS BETWEEN ANIMAL PRODUCTION FACILITIES

Ensure cargo packed into the 
container is clean and free of 
visible contaminants.

CLEAN CARGO

Sweep, vacuum, or wash 
containers before packing to 
remove potential contaminants. 
Be aware that environmental 
factors, such as heavy rains, may 
increase the likelihood of certain 
types of contamination.

CLEAN CONTAINERS

Clear the cargo staging and packing area to 
ensure that it is free from plants and visible 
pests. Containers placed on grassy areas 
may be more vulnerable to contamination 
by insects and snails.

CLEAN STAGING/PACKING AREA

DO NOT KEEP UNDER BRIGHT LIGHTS

Do not keep containers under bright 
lights, which will attract insects to the 
cargo staging area and increase the 
likelihood of contamination. If containers 
must be kept under bright lights, 
thoroughly check each container  
before packing.

Where appropriate, use baits, traps, or 
barriers to keep pests out of the cargo 
staging and packing area. For example, 
you can use a salt barrier to prevent snail 
infestations.

USE BAITS, TRAPS OR BARRIERS
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North American Sea Container Initiative
Frequently Asked Questions

How many sea containers move globally each year?

The global container fleet exceeds 25 million intermodal 
containers operating in international commerce. As 
containers come in several sizes, the common term used 
in industry is twenty-foot equivalent unit (TEU). For 
example, a forty-foot container is two TEUs.  In 2017, there 
were over  210 million packed TEUs moving globally which 
transported  cargo valued at more than $4 trillion, or about 
60% of the value of global seaborne trade.  In addition, 
that same year more than 135 million empty TEUs were 
repositioned between countries. 

Why does cleanliness matter? 

Sea containers and their cargos can potentially carry 
pests that could pose a serious risk to agriculture, forestry 
and natural resources. These containers and their cargos 
not only pose a risk at ports of entry but, as they move 
within, through and among countries, the pests could also 
potentially be spread. 

What kinds of pests contaminate containers and  
their cargos?

Examples include: 

• Mollusks: snails and slugs
• Insects: egg masses (e.g. Asian gypsy moth), storage

pests, weevils, leafhoppers, pupal cases, etc.
• Seeds (e.g. weeds, crops)
• Contaminants such as soil, plant debris (e.g. stems,

leaves, branches, etc.)
• Other:  straw, spiders, earthworms, bird nests, bird

droppings, etc.
• Animals (live or dead), their parts and their by-

products.

Is there any evidence that sea containers are 
contaminated with pests? 

Pests have been intercepted on containers and their cargo 
in both the United States and Canada.  Analysis, research 
and assessment of the types and magnitude of the pest 
risks associated with sea containers and their cargos is 
ongoing.

What’s in it for me?

By taking reasonable and focused measures to reduce the 
risk of visible pest contaminants, industry demonstrates 
it is committed to protecting North American agriculture, 
forestry and natural resources. In turn, this may result in:

• Reduction in container inspections for pest
contaminants.

• Fewer delays for cargo release.
• Fewer demurrage charges due to cargo holds.
• Avoidance of the expense of having your container

quarantined, tarped, and treated or cleaned, or re-
exported back to origin.

• Importers will have increased business certainty
because a system of internal control helps to ensure
compliant transactions.

Are there any recommended guidelines parties in the 
container supply chain should use to minimize pest 
contamination of containers and their cargos?

The International Maritime Organization (IMO), the 
International Labor Organization (ILO), and the United 
Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) jointly 
developed the 2014 IMO/ILO/UNECE Code of Practice 
for Packing of Cargo Transport Units (CTU Code). It is a 
voluntary global code of practice for handling and packing 
containers for transportation by sea and land. Chapter 8 
section 4 offers guidance for the cleanliness of containers 
and Annex 6 addresses minimizing recontamination. 
Related informative material (IM 4) identifies pests of 
concern regarding recontamination.

In addition, the Global Shippers’ Forum (GSF) has 
published a variety of documents for shippers and packers 
to promote the safe handling of cargo by those members 
of the supply chain that pack and unpack cargos.  As part 
of this initiative, the GSF has published a “Working with 
Containers” document that augments the IMO Guidelines 
for packing and unpacking cargo transport units, i.e., the 
“CTU Code.”  The various GSF documents that promote 
the safe handling of containers can be found on the GSF 
website at www.globalshippersforum.com/media/1073/
gsf_p19.pdf. These documents can also be ordered through 
the UK Freight Transportation Association website www.
shop.fta.co.uk. 
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The container industry (World Shipping Council, Container 
Owners Association, The Institute of International 
Container Lessors, and International Cargo Handling 
Coordination Association) has also developed joint 
industry guidelines for cleaning containers when an empty 
container is in the custody of the container operator 
in a container depot. These guidelines complement 
the guidance provided in the CTU Code and can help 
minimize the movement of pests by sea containers. 
The joint industry guidelines can be accessed at: www.
worldshipping.org/industry-issues/safety/joint-industry-
guidelines-for-cleaning-of-containers.

The North American Sea Container Initiative (NASCI) 
working group developed a sea container cleanliness 
bulletin outlining the impacts to trade from contaminated 
sea containers and their cargos. The bulletin outlines 
a number of practices that parties involved in the 
container supply chain can implement to minimize pest 
contamination.

Where is the best location to inspect and clean a 
container?

As there is no single party responsible for the cleanliness 
of the container throughout its journey from origin 
to ultimate consignee, there is no single location for 
inspection and cleaning. The International Plant Protection 
Convention (IPPC) Commission on Phytosanitary 
Measures recommendation from 2015 confirms that 
“the packing of sea containers with cargo is the most 
likely stage in the sea container supply chain at which 
contamination can occur.” That does not mean, however, 
that other parties, and therefore locations, in the container 
supply chain do not have a role to play. In fact, the CTU 
Code clarifies that “all persons involved in the movement 
of cargo transport units (e.g., containers) have a duty to 
ensure, in accordance with their roles and responsibilities 
in the supply chain, that the CTU is not infested with 
plants, plant products, insects or other animals.” 

How are government and industry collaborating to 
address this concern?

As part of national, regional and global efforts to reduce 
pest risks associated with sea containers and their cargos, 
the United States and Canada have launched NASCI. 
NASCI is a partnership between the U.S. and Canadian 
national plant protection organizations, border protection 
agencies, shippers and maritime and shipping industry 
entities operating in North America.  

How will NASCI help to mitigate pest contamination on 
containers and cargo?

Under NASCI, industry and government are working 
collaboratively to raise awareness, educate, and motivate 
participants along the supply chain to help reduce pest 
risks associated with sea containers and their cargos. 

• Cleanliness matters
• Cleanliness protects
• Clean containers and clean cargos are good business
• Clean containers and clean cargos reduce inspections,

expedite clearance, and result in lower costs to the sea
container supply chain

NASCI aims to:

• Gain a better understanding of the pest risks
associated with containers and their contents and
of challenges and opportunities for identifying and
reducing pest risks in the sea container supply chain.
Such information would assist in guiding future
efforts and response actions aimed at diminishing and
preventing the spread of pests.

• Gain a better understanding of container logistics and
movements in North America and around the world

• Conduct outreach and education to our respective
industries and stakeholders

• Encourage global adoption of similar, voluntary
programs through the International Plant Protection
Convention and other relevant international and
regional forums

What can I do? 

• See it, say it.  If you see a pest or contaminant
associated with a container or its cargo, notify the
local biosecurity authorities.

• Live it. Adopt best management practices such as the
CTU code and industry cleaning guidelines.

• Participate. Spread the word that container and cargo
cleanliness matters.

• Provide your ideas and experience regarding sea
container and cargo cleanliness so that we can all
better protect our global plant resources.

How can I find out more information about NASCI?

www.aphis.usda.gov/aphis/ourfocus/planthealth/import-
information/sa_offshore_programs/nasci

inspection.gc.ca/plants/plant-pests-
invasive-species/sea-container-cleanliness/
eng/1508779809618/1508779809944
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CPM-14 Side Session: Sea Change for Sea Containers 

Submissions by Contracting Parties      

on their challenges, experiences and best practices in managing pest risks of 

sea containers 

 English only 

I. New Zealand Statement

A. Overview:

1. The New Zealand Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI) regulates sea containers by setting

import requirements under the New Zealand Biosecurity Act as sea containers can be defined as “risk

goods” under the Act.  The import health standard for sea containers requires all importers of sea

containers to ship clean containers to New Zealand (NZ).

2. The import health standard is outcome focused standard, and states “that containers must be

clean and free of pests and biosecurity contamination”.  However due to high numbers of interceptions

of Halyomorpha halys (Brown marmorated stink bug) in 2017, specific conditions have now been

applied to full containers from one country in Europe for a period of two years while further data

collection is undertaken.

3. MPI has also been developing better intelligence tools to target areas of higher risk in sea

containers.  The tools under development enable MPI to gather information around previous compliance,

importer / exporter information, location of loading etc. and this drives risk profiling and border

interventions.  By being able to target risk better, MPI can utilise our resources more effectively.
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4. On-arrival enforcement actions on some container pathways have shown to effectively

encourage compliance. MPI can refuse discharge of containers if non-compliance is identified across

multiple shipments, either from a port of loading or individual importers.  However there are still non-

compliant containers being sent to NZ.  Approximately 18% of containers do not complying with NZ

requirements in the import heath standard.

5. Persons in control of containers entering NZ are required to submit a New Zealand Customs

Service Import Entry and a MPI Quarantine Declaration (QD) to MPI 12 hours prior to the container

arrival. This information includes Container Number, Country of Origin, Port of Loading and

Importer/Exporter details.

6. The management of the sea container pathway is not something that a National Plant Protection

Organisation (NPPO) can undertake alone.  Only by engaging with supply chain operations, shippers,

importers / exporters can robust systems be established to manage the risk associated with sea containers.

The aim of any sea container management systems is to have a sufficiently robust system to manage

risks, designed in a way that encourages participation and taking responsibility in the system, without

unintended consequences.

B. Successes

7. All sea containers entering NZ are checked or inspected by either Accredited Persons (external

industry persons) and/or MPI Inspectors.  This provides a real time ability to act on detections of live

pests at the place of unpacking. These checks occur at Transitional Facilities located away from the port.

8. The role of an Accredited Person is to detect, contain and report pests, contamination and non-

compliant wooden items such as packaging materials and pests.  By training these people MPI has

increased the understanding of biosecurity (over 16,000 people trained) and its important function in

protecting NZ.  For instance in the 2016 Brown marmorated stink bug (BMSB) season close to 33% of

the BMSB interceptions have been reported to MPI by Accredited Persons.

9. All transitional facilities that receive sea containers are registered and subject to audit.  The

facilities are approved to receive specific types of goods. The facilities are required to have MPI trained

operators, and MPI approved operating manuals that describe their procedures for managing the sea

container and what to do if pests or contamination are found.

10. The Sea Container Hygiene System (SCHS) is a formal agreement between NZ MPI and

industry entities to manage the biosecurity risk associated with sea containers from high or low risk

profiles (e.g. country, port of load and/or shipping line). The SCHS ensures a high degree of confidence

that container processing contractors at the port of loading will be exporting clean containers to NZ.

These containers, by and large, will not require any additional cleaning or treatment in NZ.

11. New Zealand initiated the SCHS in the Pacific region to manage the risk of pests and general

contamination.  Sea container cleanliness is managed at the point of export.  There is on-going expansion

and uptake of the system to ensure container cleanliness for high risk containers coming to NZ.  The

current contamination rate of containers covered by the SCHS is under 1% compared to previous

contamination levels of over 50% for general contamination and 18% for live ants.

12. MPI jointly works with Australia (Department of Agriculture and Water Resources) to operate

and expand the SCHS in the Pacific region.  Currently the SCHS is operating in Tonga, Fiji, Samoa,

Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands and Vanuatu.

13. MPI believes that the SCHS and/or variations of it can be utilised in most countries to manage

the risks associated with sea containers.  The principles allow basic hygiene processes to be implemented

and, if followed, gives confidence to exporters / importers and NPPOs.
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C. Challenges

14. MPI engaged with exporting country NPPOs to address contamination issues on sea containers.

MPI often looks for assistance to investigate how the contamination is occurring and help to improve

compliance.  However often the NPPO is unable to act on contamination problems due to a range of

issues including: legislative issues, lack of resources, or it is unclear which government department is

responsible for sea containers.

II. Australian submission - Challenges, experiences and best practices in

managing pest risks of sea containers 

A. Introduction:

15. Invasive pests travel around the globe in and on traded agricultural and forestry products. Pests

may travel alone as contaminant pests or be carried in biosecurity risk material such as soil, seeds or

timber packaging. They can contaminate vessels, cargo and the internal and external surfaces of sea

containers. Once introduced, pests are very difficult and expensive to control or eradicate.

16. Australia has strong controls to prevent the entry and establishment of pests and diseases that

could threaten our economy, environment or human health. The Australian Government Department of

Agriculture and Water Resources (the department) works with international, national and domestic

agencies and industry to implement these measures and a range of other multilateral, bilateral and

national programs pre-border, at the border and post-border.

17. The challenge for Australia in managing contaminant pests is increasing because of greater

global trade and movement of pests and diseases around the world. Additionally, countries’ prioritisation

of preventive measures vary as certain pests may be endemic or not pose as great a risk to them as they

do to Australia.

18. Managing risks offshore provides Australia the highest level of biosecurity protection.

B. Challenges:

19. Increased volumes of sea containers places additional pressure on logistics, available space on

wharves and the ability to manage high risk mobile pests once cargo is discharged.

20. As some contaminant pests and inanimate objects such as containers are not regulated in some

countries, managing these risks through offshore arrangements at an NPPO level is not currently

feasible.

21. Some contaminant pests (such as Brown Marmorated Stink Bug – BMSB) are difficult to detect

through inspection due to their nature to overwinter in a range of goods and have the ability to survive

dormant for long periods.

22. For specific mobile pests, onshore management may not provide the appropriate level of

protection.
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23. Break bulk goods (including open top and flat rack containers) present a greater risk due to the

lack of containment of this pathway.

24. Limited onshore treatment capacity may restrict the ability for effective and timely treatment,

increase industry costs and delay clearance of goods.

C. Innovation / Novel Solutions:

25. To address these challenges the department has developed a long-term strategy (known as Sea

Container Hygiene System – SCHS) in collaboration with industry to manage biosecurity risks

associated with sea containers at the port of loading.

26. The New Zealand and Australian governments work collaboratively to establish and maintain

the SCHS at a number of international ports. As part of this strategy, Shipping lines or port authorities

implement offshore processes including:

 Ensuring ports of loading have effective means to clean shipping containers prior to loading;

 Minimising the risk of recontamination, ensuring cleaned containers are stored in a clean area

prior to loading;

 Ensuring cleaned containers are not re-contaminated in transit to the ship, prior to loading;

 Increasing sea container hygiene awareness.

27. The offshore management of biosecurity risks under the SCHS offers both economic and

biosecurity benefits to Australia, New Zealand and participating countries. There are a number of SCHS

facilities currently operating at the reduced intervention rate of 5 percent. Participating shipping lines

have reported significant savings (several million dollars per annum in some cases) in clearance costs.

III. Summary from NPPO of China

28. Ideas for more cost-effective approaches on addressing pest risks associated with sea containers

A. Success and/or challenges

29. Since the close of the 1st SCTF meeting in Shanghai, China has accomplished many tasks on

communication with several ministries and industries to increase awareness, such as recommending an

invited expert from industry to 2nd SCTF member, compiling of 1st SCTF meeting files, promoting

research and development of 3 national standards, 2 local standards, 1 research project, supporting the

implementation of the relevant parts of the CTU Code  and a general guide to container

cleaning(IICL),and so on. From the work, we gain success and challenges as well.

B. Solutions:

 Realizing entirely and addressing effectively biosecurity risks associated with sea containers

 Admitting difference in Role between CTU Code and ISPM
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C. Expected results:

30. Framework recommendation for ISPM on Sea containers for discussing:

31. It is difficult to formulate and promulgate international standards for sea containers, mainly due

to the wide range of issues involved and the unclear division of responsibilities of all parties.

Repositioning empty containers cannot guarantee the necessary cleaning and no inspection before

export. This directly leads to poor phytosanitary conditions of imported containers and high risk of

introduction of pest.

32. An integrated management system of sea containers should include several essential parts.

Firstly, sea containers including repositioning containers management and international recognition

system, regarding to less influence on the trade facilitation, a container which cleaned before exported

will be  got rapid and low-cost conform to the requirements of the container customs clearance;

secondly, set up a pest risk control technology system on sea containers, identify control techniques for

different risks. Thirdly, a third party institution can be introduced to serve as a bridge between the

government and the shipping company. On one hand, the government authorizes the quarantine

inspection of containers and the issuance of cleaning before containers exported. On the other hand, it

can help the shipping company to manage the station and accept containers .
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British Shippers Council 

BSC 19/21 FTA Global Logistics conference, 17 & 18 September 2019, London 

FTA is holding its first conference and exhibition dedicated to international trade and 
logistics. Shippers’ participation is welcome and encouraged. 

FTA will stage a two-day international conference on global logistics in London this September 
intended to raise the profile of global shippers’ issues and provide opportunities for new technologies 
and advances in international supply chain management to be discussed and shared. 

The conference will cover international movements of goods by land, sea and air and will address 
many of the issues on the Shippers Council’s agenda with presentations and contributions from global 
institutions and agencies shaping the future of international trade. 

The event will incorporate the annual meeting of the Global Shippers Forum, attracting a global 
audience with opportunities to meet and network with shippers from around the world. A joint 
meeting with the British Shippers Council is planned for the week of the conference. 

A special session will focus on the UK’s future agenda in global trade negotiations and the need for 
removing frictions in the movement of goods through properly constructed free trade agreements. 

Other sessions will cover: 
• new developments in the digitisation of trade and transport documentation
• experiences in the movement of goods overland between China and Europe
• the features and benefits of the new edition of INCOTERMS, in association with the

International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)
• national and regional developments in transport conditions and facilities reported by members

of the Global Shippers Forum

The conference is taking place at King’s Place in Kings Cross, 90 York Way, London N1 9AG, on 17 
and 18 September 2019. Full details are available at the FTA event website: 
https://fta.co.uk/events/global-logistics-2019 

FTA Shipper Council members are invited and encouraged to participate in the conference 
through:  

a. The presentation of papers on their own experiences and practices in the
management of global supply chains, either as case studies or highlighting specific
innovations

b. Contributions to Panel sessions (no PowerPoint required!) discussing specific
subjects

c. Facilitators and chairs of conference sessions
d. Encouraging the attendance of colleagues and team members as a development

opportunity.
All offers of support will be welcome by the FTA team 
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FTA’s Logistics Awards 2019 celebrate supply chain 
leadership and excellence, and recognise leaders who 
have made a significant contribution to the industry, 
either as individuals or as businesses. 

Featuring post dinner entertainment from Ed Bryne, 
it’s a night not to be missed!

Don’t miss out! Enter or book your table now to make 
sure you secure your place at this sell-out event at  
fta.co.uk/logistics19

The leading event for the industry, by the industry!
Entry is easy, just go to fta.co.uk/logistics19 and complete the desired 
application form. The deadline for entries is Friday 28 June 2019.

Friday 24 October 2019
Park Plaza Westminster Bridge, 
London, SE1 7UT

Enter or book 

your table now at 

 fta.co.uk/logistics19
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More from  www.multimodal.org.uk – register for free quoting FTA19

FTA at Multimodal 2019

Join FTA’s team at MULTIMODAL 2019 for three days packed 
with valuable meetings and industry seminars. 

FTA stand seminar programme highlights:
• Future Logistics: defining the vision for the industry and ways to achieve it

 — International
 — Environment

• Logistics Outlook 2019
 — Global container shipping compliance agenda
 — Keeping Britain Trading after Brexit
 — Railway Review – what next for freight?
 — UK Aviation Strategy – will it deliver for air cargo?
 — Maritime 2050 – from strategy to delivery

STAND
7060
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